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Abstract 
The goal of comminution is not only size reduction but most importantly is the liberation of 
the minerals of interest so that they can be effectively separated from the gangue in the 
downstream separation process. It has been known that comminution has a significant 
influence on the way minerals are liberated and in recognition of this, it is important to have a 
better understanding of how the liberation properties of the minerals are affected by the 
method of size reduction. This thesis investigates the type of breakage mechanism in stirred 
mills, particularly at the regrind stage, and how it influences the liberation properties of the 
minerals of the rougher concentrates.  
Three rougher concentrates of the Tampakan ore were selected for this study: Primary 
(contains chalcopyrite as the main copper-bearing mineral); Medium Sulphur (contains 
bornite as the main copper-bearing mineral, with a significant amount of chalcocite; and High 
Arsenic (contains bornite as the main copper-bearing mineral with the presence of chalcocite 
and a copper-arsenic mineral in the form of enargite). These concentrates were comminuted 
in the M1.5 V Netzsch stirred mill at different durations to produce different product size 
distributions. Progeny particles were then characterised using the JKMRC’S mineral 
liberation analyser (MLA) on a size-by-size basis.  
It was found that the dominant breakage in stirred mills is attrition based on the observations 
on the particle size distributions of the feed and the products as well as the evolution of the 
shape of the particles as grinding progressed.  
The mode of breakage in stirred mill was assessed based on the observations of the patterns 
in the particle size distributions and the evolution of the particle shape in the products ground 
for different durations. A shifting of the peak towards finer size fractions with increasing 
grinding time which is characteristic of an impact breakage mechanism was not observed in 
the products of the stirred mill. The peaks observed in the feed were still present after 
grinding, although the size of the peaks at the relatively coarser size fractions significantly 
reduced while the peaks found in the fine size fractions increased with increasing degree of 
comminution. This trend in the particle size distributions between the feed and the products is 
an evidence of an attrition mode of breakage.  
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Analysis of the particle shape distributions of the feed and the products showed that attrition 
produced two populations of particles - the core particles which inherit the shape of the 
parent particles and either remain in the current size fraction or goes to the next smaller size 
fraction with shapes that are generally elongated and smooth; and the attrited particles that 
are chipped off from the surface of the parent particles and report to the +10 µm and -10 µm 
size fractions. Furthermore, it was also observed that while breakage via attrition makes the 
particles smoother, it does not always result in the production of rounder particles as the 
result of this study showed that the particle shape distributions of the feed and the products 
did not change with increasing degree of comminution.  
The degree of comminution was not found to have any effect on the size-by-size liberation of 
the minerals. However, the overall liberation of the valuable copper-bearing minerals have 
shown an improvement with respect to an increase in the degree of comminution. This is due 
to the increase in the amount of fine particles generated as a result of increasing the degree of 
comminution. 
The simulation of the attrition breakage using image processing was found to predict 
accurately the size-by-size liberation of bornite in Medium Sulphur. However, for the bornite 
in High Arsenic and chalcopyrite in Primary, a deviation from the actual liberation was 
observed. Reasons for the deviations were discussed in terms of the possibility of the 
presence of differential breakage rates among the gangue minerals, dissemination of the 
valuable minerals in the surface of the particles and the grain size of the valuable minerals. In 
spite of the deviations observed in the simulated liberation from the actual, there are potential 
ways to refine the simulation methodology to be able to achieve better predictions.  
The results of this thesis clearly show that attrition is the dominant breakage mechanism in 
stirred mills and the degree of attrition does not change the size-by-size liberation 
characteristics of the minerals. This result will aid in the development of fundamental models 
in mineral liberation resulting from comminution using stirred mills.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Context 
Valuable minerals rarely exist naturally in isolation from the gangue minerals. In order to isolate the 
valuable minerals from the gangue, the valuable minerals have to be liberated. Minerals are 
liberated through size reduction and it is the primary goal of size reduction to liberate the minerals 
to a certain degree such that the desired efficiency in the subsequent separation process is achieved. 
The degree of liberation depends on the final product size of comminution and it is influenced by 
the size reduction techniques employed (Vizcarra, 2010).  
In recognition of the influence of comminution techniques on how minerals are liberated, it is 
therefore important to have a better understanding of how the methods of size reduction affect the 
liberation properties of the minerals. A better understanding of this relationship will aid in the 
identification of avenues for improvement in the current comminution strategies that will result to 
the enhancement of mineral liberation.  
This relationship between comminution and liberation has been established through the use of 
mineral liberation models such as the population balance models (Andrew and Mika, 1975; Wiegel, 
1976; Peterson and Herbst, 1985; Choi, et al., 1985; Choi, et al., 1987, Choi, et al, 1988a; Choi, et 
al., 1988b) and the texture-based models (Gaudin, 1939; Wiegel and Li, 1967; Meloy and Gotoh, 
1985; Barbery and Leroux, 1988; King, 1979; Klimpel and Austin, 1983; Gay, 1999, Guimarães 
and Durãao, 2003). These models describe how the minerals respond to a particular size reduction 
method. By means of these models, it was identified that different ores respond differently to 
comminution methods depending on the ore characteristics in terms of mineral composition and 
mechanical properties, texture, and particle feed size. In this study, the texture-based modelling 
approach was used to develop a methodology for modelling mineral liberation in stirred mills where 
the dominant breakage mechanism is attrition. 
In addition to the characteristics of the ore, the breakage mechanism within a comminution machine 
is another factor that can significantly affect how particles respond to size reduction. Breakage of 
particles in comminution processes is governed by a number of factors that influence the liberation 
of minerals such as the machine design and machine operating conditions.   
In general, breakage mechanisms within comminution machines may include impact, compression 
and attrition. Usually, particles are broken by the combination of these breakage mechanisms. 
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However, one mechanism may dominate over the others, depending on the design of the machine 
and the machine operating conditions such as the level of energy applied and the rate of application. 
Impact and compression mechanisms are differentiated by the rate of application of load. Impact 
fracture results when the rate of application is rapid by instantaneous collision of one moving object 
against the other, while compression is done by breaking between two surfaces at a relatively 
slower rate compared to impact (Loveday, 2004). Compression creates internal stresses within the 
material which can cause later cracking while impact causes immediate fracture with no residual 
stresses (Lewis et al., 1976). The mechanism of attrition is differentiated from impact and 
compression by the level of stress applied. When the overall stress applied on the particle exceeds 
some critical value, impact fracture and compression occur which result to the disintegration of 
particle into large number of progeny particles that are significantly smaller than the parent size. 
Attrition on the other hand, occurs when smaller stresses are applied such that the critical value is 
exceeded only locally at the surface of the particle (Hogg, 1999, Andreatidis, 1995, King, 2012). 
Attrition is further divided into chipping and abrasion, where chipping results in the rounding of 
particles by breaking off corners and abrasion is the polishing of particles by removing surface 
asperities of the already rounded particles (Crabtree et al., 1964).  
Different comminution machines have different breakage mechanisms. Tumbling mills have been 
known to have a combination of abrasion and impact due to the tumbling motion of the charge 
(Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006, Napier-Munn et al., 1996, King, 2001). On the other hand, breakage 
in stirred mills is imparted through the motion of stirrer through the charge and it was believed that 
attrition is the main mode of breakage (Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006, Napier-Munn et al., 1996). 
However, other researchers argued that impact can also occur within the mill (Kwade, 1999, 
Roufail, 2011). Hence, the actual breakage mechanisms encountered in the stirred mills are not yet 
well established.  
What is established about stirred mills is that they are more energy efficient than conventional mills 
for grinding particles finer than 100 µm (Anon, 1988, Anon, 1989, Baxter, 1989, Bosse, 1983, Steif 
et al., 1987, Stehr et al., 1987, Menacho and Reyes, 1989, Keith, 1990, Corrans and Angove, 1991, 
Liddel and Dunne, 1988, Ramsay, 1982). As mineral reserves become low grade, fine-grained and 
mineralogically complex, the use of stirred mills in mineral processing operations is now widely 
considered as mineral processing industries are pushed to develop strategies to process these ores 
more economically.  
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Staged grinding and flotation circuits are typically applicable to ores that have valuable minerals 
with grain sizes that vary significantly or are very fine (Johnson, 2006). According to Steyn et al. 
(2005), staged grinding with intermediate flotation stages has been proven to achieve significant 
performance benefit over a single grind-float circuit, for equal grind size and flotation residence 
time, due to the reduction in fines generated by overgrinding. When processing low grade ores, 
staged grinding and flotation circuits were also found to achieve improved processing performance 
through pre-concentration of the valuable minerals by flotation. If the target concentrate grade is not 
achieved, the concentrates are reground to further liberate the valuable minerals before cleaner 
flotation. Pokrajcic (2010) studied systems of staged processing and progressive liberation where 
the mineral liberation data of both gangue and valuable minerals are analysed so that a coarse target 
grind size is determined for early rejection of the gangue minerals. This then results to the reduction 
of materials going to the regrind stage.   
With the declining ore reserves, many of the new mineral processing circuits are expected to 
employ this staged grinding and flotation circuits. It is important to have models available for 
regrinding that will be useful in simulations to help improve mineral processing plant designs.  
Behaviours of particles within tumbling mill have been well understood and models of mineral 
liberation resulting from comminution in ball mills are well established. In all of the earlier models 
of mineral liberation resulting from size reduction, the type of fracture mechanism considered is 
massive fracture based on the breakage mechanism in ball mills. However, there remains a gap in 
the understanding of the breakage mechanism in stirred mills and its effect on the liberation 
characteristics of the progeny particles particularly at the regrind stage which leads to the following 
research questions: 
1. What breakage mechanism dominates in the fine grinding using stirred milling? 
2. How does the breakage mechanism affect the liberation properties of the minerals? 
1.2. Hypotheses 
A critical review of the literature related to stirred milling lead to the development of the following 
hypotheses that are to be tested: 
1. Attrition is the dominant breakage mechanism in fine grinding using stirred mills which results 
in the preservation of the shape of the parent particles as grinding progressed. 
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2. Attrition breakage can be simulated using image processing by applying a shrinking model to 
measured images of particles since the nature of breakage by attrition is analogous to shrinking 
as evident by preservation of the shape of the parent particles as grinding progressed. 
3. The size-by-size liberation properties of the mineral phases resulting from attrition breakage do 
not change with particle size distributions since the liberation of a mineral in a particular size 
fraction remains constant. 
The breakage by attrition in this case can be visualised as a shrinking mechanism where the size of 
the particle is reduced without changing the shape significantly. As a consequence of this result, a 
novel approach to simulating attrition breakage by image processing was developed. Results of the 
simulation showed a good fitting of the simulated product size distribution to the actual product size 
distribution. The measured mineral liberation characteristics of the simulated particles indicate a 
possible preferential breakage by attrition of soft minerals over harder minerals. 
The findings of this study has significant implications on how modelling mineral liberation 
resulting from comminution in stirred mills in the regrind application should be approached.  
1.3. Thesis outline 
Chapter 1 provides the background and justification for the investigation in this study.  
Chapter 2 details the comprehensive review of the studies in the past which are relevant to 
understanding the mechanism of grinding in different mills and their influence on mineral 
liberation. In particular, the mechanism of grinding in stirred mills which is believed to be 
predominantly attrition, is the main focus of this review. Evidence for attrition based on the particle 
shape, size distribution, and mineral liberation properties are examined. Different approaches to 
modelling liberation in comminution are described as well. 
Chapter 3 outlines the procedure for regrinding of rougher concentrates using a stirred mill. It 
includes the description of the M1.5 V Netzsch stirred mill that was used to comminute the samples. 
The procedure for sample preparation for XRF and MLA, including the method of ultrafine sieving 
down to -10 µm is also described. The procedure for the simulation of breakage in eCognition, the 
image processing software used in this work, is detailed in this chapter as well.  
Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the characteristics of the rougher concentrates used for 
the investigations conducted in this study. The characteristics of the concentrates that were 
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specifically presented in this chapter are the mineralogy, liberation profile and the mineral grain 
size distributions. The method of sub-sampling along with the statistical tests for the integrity of the 
chemical analysis of the sub-samples were also presented.  
Chapter 5 demonstrates the evidence of attrition in stirred regrind mill through the comparison of 
the feed and the products particle size distributions and the observation of the particle shape 
evolution as grinding progress. This chapter addresses hypotheses 1 and 2. 
Chapter 6 discusses the consequence of the breakage mechanism in stirred mills on the liberation 
properties of the rougher concentrates. Particle composition distributions of the minerals of the 
simulated product size distributions are also presented. The implications of the resulting liberation 
properties on the liberation modelling is highlighted. This chapter addresses hypothesis 3 
Chapter 7 describes the simulation of non-preferential pure attrition breakage using image 
processing software called eCognition. Classified images of particles from MLA are used as the 
input to the software. Particles are virtually broken by means of a rule set that instructs the software 
to break the particles by non-preferential pure attrition mechanism. Size distributions are generated 
and their associated particle composition distribution are determined. The extent of the applicability 
of the assumption of non-preferential pure attrition breakage is determined by comparing the 
simulated particle composition distributions to the actual obtained from MLA. This chapter 
addresses hypothesis 4. 
Chapter 8 recapitulates the findings of this study and recommends ways in which the outcomes of 
this work can be carried on to a different level.  
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
2.1. Introduction 
The literature review covers three main areas, the breakage in comminution machines, mineral 
liberation modelling and the consequence of breakage mechanism on the liberation of minerals. 
Many of the studies conducted on stirred mills were focused on the efficiency of the mill 
performance in terms of the parameters that affect the energy requirement to produce a target 
particle size distribution. The understanding of the breakage mechanism within the stirred mill is 
not clearly understood and there are conflicting views on it. Napier-Munn et al. (1996) and Wills 
and Napier-Munn (2006) for instance, believed that attrition is the only breakage mechanism in 
stirred mills based on the motion of the media and particles through the action of the stirrer. On the 
other hand, Kwade (1999) identified three possible ways in which product particles can be stressed 
by grinding media based on theoretical and experimental investigations and his calculations showed 
that impact fracture can also happen within the mill alongside attrition. Moreover, an earlier study 
of Gao and Forssberg (1995) on the mechanism in stirred ball mill showed that the breakage is 
actually a combination of compression and shear.  
While most of the studies on the mechanism in stirred mills were built on theoretical investigation 
and experimental observations on the motion of the media and particles as a result of the motion of 
the stirrer, only a few researchers such as Andreatidis (1995), and Roufail (2011), explored the 
mechanism in terms of the shape of the particles of the products and its consequence on the mineral 
liberation.  
2.2. Breakage mechanisms in comminution machines 
Breakage of particles in comminution processes can occur in a variety of ways depending on the 
material characteristics such as mineral composition, ore texture and particle size, and the breakage 
mechanism within the comminution device. Generally, size reduction of brittle materials in 
comminution machines takes place by impact fracture or attrition, depending on the level of energy 
applied (Gaudin, 1926, Crabtree et al., 1964, Andreatidis, 1995, Hogg, 1999) and the type of stress 
induced (Andreatidis, 1995, Frances et al., 2001). 
Attrition is an important breakage mechanism in stirred milling but the definition of attrition varies 
among several authors. For example, Digre (1979) defined it as the squeezing of smaller particles to 
pieces between the larger grinding bodies, while Scarlett (1990) defined it as the rounding of 
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particles by chipping off corners. However, the rounding of particles by chipping off corners was 
termed as chipping by several authors to differentiate it from abrasion which is the polishing of 
already rounded particles by removing surface asperities (Redner, 1990, Frances et al., 2001, 
Manlapig et al., 1979, Leung, 1987). Together, abrasion and chipping were considered as attrition 
by Crabtree et al. (1964) and was adopted by Andreatidis (1995). To settle the ambiguity of the 
terms, the definition of Crabtree is being adopted in this research. Hence, in this research, the 
breakage mechanisms are generally classified as impact and attrition, where attrition is further sub-
classified into chipping and abrasion.  
As mentioned earlier, these breakage mechanisms take place depending on the level of energy 
applied and the rate of its application. When the overall stress applied on the particle exceeds some 
critical value, impact fracture occurs resulting to disintegration of particles into a large number of 
progeny particles which are all significantly smaller than the parent size (King, 2012, Hogg, 1999). 
Attrition on the other hand, occurs when the stress applied is small such that the critical value is 
only exceeded locally, along the surface of the particle (Hogg, 1999).  
Each breakage mechanism produces a characteristic size distribution. Andreatidis (1995) did a 
comprehensive review on the characteristic size distributions associated particularly with a certain 
type of breakage mechanism. He summarized the different plots of breakage functions, shown in 
Figure 2.1, corresponding to a particular type of breakage which were obtained from separate 
studies as indicated in the graph. It can be seen that the breakage functions for attrition show 
characteristic flat portions indicating two populations of daughter fragments which are the fines and 
the near-parent size. Moreover, the results of his study show that impact breakage produce uniform 
distribution of product particles across the size fractions which are consistent with earlier findings. 
The daughter fragments of particles broken by impact are significantly smaller than the original size 
of the particles as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1 Breakage functions from published data (Andreatidis, 1995) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Fundamental breakage distribution – Mount Isa Lead/Zinc Ore; -200+270 mesh (Andreatidis, 1995) 
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The manner by which the stresses are induced on the particles within a comminution machine is 
also important as the level of energy applied in the determination of the breakage mechanisms, as 
mentioned earlier. Different grinding mills induce different stresses on the particles, thus, different 
breakage mechanisms are expected to happen. Basically, particles are comminuted within the mill 
by the action of the motion of the grinding media.  
Wills and Napier-Munn (2006) classified grinding mills into tumbling and stirred, based on how the 
motion of the media is imparted to the charge. In tumbling mills, the motion of the media is 
imparted to the charge through the rotation of the mill shell. Steel balls, rods or rocks themselves in 
the case of autogenous mills, can be used as grinding media. Stirred mills on the other hand, impart 
motion to the media through the action of the stirrer which agitates the media inside the mill. The 
mill shell can either be horizontal or vertical and the stirrer is comprised of a shaft to which the pins 
or discs of various designs are attached. Unlike the tumbling mills, the shell of a stirred mill is 
stationary.  
 
2.2.1. Breakage mechanisms in tumbling mills 
The breakage mechanism in tumbling mills is a combination of impact, chipping and abrasion. 
Impact is due to the normal forces applied to the particles; chipping is due to oblique forces, and; 
abrasion is due to the forces acting parallel to the surface of the particles. Due to the differences in 
how the stresses are applied, each breakage mechanism is expected to produce different particle 
shapes. The design of the liner and the speed at which the mill is rotated determines the motion of 
the charge and hence, predominant breakage mechanism. When the mill is operated at low speeds, a 
cascading motion happens where the grinding media roll down the toe of the mill resulting in 
abrasive comminution. At high speeds, a cataracting motion occurs where the grinding media are 
projected on a parabolic path before landing on the toe of the charge resulting in comminution by 
impact fracture. There is a critical speed that leads to centrifuging motion where the grinding media 
are carried around in an essentially fixed position against the shell and thus, grinding by the media 
is minimal. In practice, tumbling mills are usually operated at speeds of 50-90% of the critical speed 
(Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006, Ullmann and Gerhartz, 1985, Kelly and Spottiswood, 1990).  
Autogenous mills are special kinds of tumbling mills that use the same rocks that are to be ground 
as grinding media. A variant of a fully autogenous mill is the semi-autogenous (SAG) mill which 
utilizes a ball charge as additional grinding media to the rocks. Grinding mechanisms within the 
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mill are believed to be a combination of impact fracture and attrition, similar to the conventional 
tumbling mills, but the predominant mechanism in these types of mills is attrition (Leung, 1987, 
Manlapig et al., 1979).  
In a recent study by Morrison et al. (2011), they postulated five breakage mechanisms occurring 
generally in tumbling mills: (a) body breakage, which is a single impact breakage; (b) incremental 
damage, which is a body breakage due to accumulated damage or fatigue from many weak 
collisions; (c) attrition or abrasion, which is a mass loss at the surface of rounded rocks as other 
particles slide over them or they slide over the liner; (d) rounding, which is a preferential and higher 
abrasive mass loss from sliding at the corners and edges of blocky particles; (e) chipping, which is 
the loss of corners and larger asperities from small scale body breakage for irregular shaped or non-
round particles.  
Cleary and Morrison (2016) used DEM modelling to identify the contribution of each of the five 
breakage mechanisms mentioned above to size reduction and evolution of particles shape in AG and 
SAG milling. They found that, initially the dominant rock breakage mechanism is rounding which 
constitutes one-third of the energy input. Chipping comes next which consumes 20% of the energy. 
Incremental breakage and attrition, two of the mechanisms that are believed to contribute 
significantly to change in size, constitute only 7% of the total energy input. It can be seen therefore 
that chipping and rounding are the most dominant breakage mechanisms and hence contribute to 
most of the size reduction and change in shape of the particles. Moreover, with rounding and 
chipping as the most dominant breakage mechanisms, the particle shapes of the products are 
expected to be rounder and smoother than the feed particles.  
 
2.2.2. Breakage mechanisms in stirred mills 
Stirred mills are generally classified according to their orientation – horizontal or vertical. Tower 
mills, pin mills and the stirred media detritor (SMD) are examples of vertical mills, whilst the 
IsaMill is a horizontal mill. Breakage mechanism in stirred mills is believed to be purely attrition 
(Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006, Napier-Munn et al., 1996). This conjecture however is based only 
on the motion of the media and particles through the action of the stirrer within the mill and no 
other evidences such as indications on the particle size distributions were shown to prove the claim.  
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On another hand, Kwade (1999) conducted a study to determine the grinding mechanism in stirred 
media mill based on the stress intensity and the stress number calculations. He identified three 
possible grinding mechanisms happening in stirred mills and all of these mechanisms are attributed 
to the motion of the media: (A) product particles can be stressed by grinding media which are 
accelerated from the stirrer shaft towards the grinding chamber wall and thus take up the kinetic 
energy; (B) product particles can be stressed by grinding media which are pressed against the 
chamber wall because of the centrifugal acceleration; (C) product particles can be stressed by 
grinding media which move in tangential direction with high velocities and collide with grinding 
media with lower velocities. Kwade did not specifically state whether the breakage mechanism is 
purely attrition. Hence, it is not clear in his study whether other mechanisms apart from attrition is 
present, although mechanism (B) can possibly result in some impact breakage when particles are 
caught between the grinding media and the grinding chamber wall. 
A study conducted by Andreatidis (1995) showed that the only breakage mechanism in a bead mill 
is attrition based on the breakage functions and the shape of the progeny particles. He tested the 
low-grade middlings (LGM) concentrate from MacArthur Mines and Mount Isa Mines. His results 
showed that although the breakage function appeared to be more similar to those observed in ball 
mill products which gives a more uniform distribution of progeny particles than expected for a 
fundamental attrition test, he argued that the resulting curve is due to the rapid reduction process 
occurring in bead mill and not due to impact breakage. In terms of the shape, he observed that the 
progeny particles of the bead mill are rounder than those from the ball mills based on the circularity 
values he measured. However, it is important to note that this parameter is sensitive to the 
measurement resolutions since it uses the perimeter.  
Another study which related the breakage mechanism in stirred mills to the shape of the progeny 
particles was conducted by Roufail (2011). He associated the surface roughness, roundness and 
elongation of the particles to the breakage mechanism. Surface roughness gives an indication to the 
type breakage, whether it is intergranular or transgranular. A fracture mechanism results in 
intergranular breakage which creates rougher surfaces and less circular particles. Abrasion on the 
other hand results in transgranular breakage producing smoother and more circular particles. In his 
thesis, he tested four materials in which two of them are pure minerals (quartz and galena) which 
have extremely different hardness and specific gravity. The other two are mixed quartz and galena 
in a ratio of 6:1 and a lead-zinc ore from SAG discharge. He found that the type of mineral has an 
effect on the breakage mechanisms.  
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Moreover, an earlier study by Lecoq et al. (1999) also showed that under similar conditions, the 
type of ground material would determine the type of breakage and the higher the complexity of the 
particles, the more resistant it will be to breakage via attrition. Hence, it is worthwhile to explore 
how the breakage mechanism in stirred mills is affected by different materials.  
 
2.2.3. Effect of breakage mechanism on particle shape 
Determination of the breakage mechanisms occurring in comminution machines through 
observation of the particle size distribution of the products is not sufficient as breakage within the 
mill occur as a combination of several mechanisms, as mentioned earlier. To supplement the 
understanding of how particles break within the machine, investigation of the particles shape can 
provide additional insight to the type of breakage mechanism that is taking place within a mill.  
Several studies in the past have shown that although particle shapes resulting from comminution 
vary with different rock types, the influence of the type of comminution machine is more significant 
(Rose, 1961, Yigit et al., 1967, Forssberg and Zhai, 1985). Different machines have different 
breakage mechanisms and therefore they produce different particle shapes (Gaudin, 1926, Rose, 
1961, Charles, 1956, Gilvarry and Bergstrom, 1961, Arbiter et al., 1969). Gaudin (1926) compared 
the particles shape produced by different grinding mills and he concluded that different breakage 
mechanisms produce different product particles shape. Impact fracture produces angular particles 
across all size fractions and angular equi-dimensional particles in the fine size fractions. Another 
breakage mechanism he identified is attrition which is characterised by rounding of coarse particle 
surfaces through chipping off edges resulting in the production of angular particles in the fine size 
fraction. Table 2.1 shows the summary of the grinding machines and the corresponding shapes of 
particles they produced. 
Table 2.1 Common particle shape of quartz ground in various grinding methods (Gaudin, 1926) 
Machine Fine particles Large particles 
Roll mill Elongated and acicular – 
angular 
Fairly flat-angular 
Rod mill Elongated and acicular – 
angular 
Equidimensional grains and some regular 
polyhedral 
Ball mill Sharp splinters Equidimensional or polyhedral above 
critical ball size, but rounded grains 
below a critical ball size 
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The possibility of manipulating the particle shape of the products through the control of machine 
settings and parameters such as the degree, mode and rate of application of stress has been explored. 
Durney and Meloy (1986) showed how varying the breakage mechanism in a Dodge type jaw 
crusher affect the particle shapes of the product by setting the feed rate according to open flow and 
choked flow. In the open flow setting, daughter fragments are produced by single impact, and thus 
there is no particle-particle interference. The resulting products have irregular shapes. The condition 
in the choked flow on the other hand, allows re-breakage and therefore there is particle-particle 
interference. The interaction between the particles promotes attrition where protuberances are 
broken off and rough surfaces are being smoothed, thus producing blockier particles with fewer 
asperities and simpler shapes. Particles that are more angular with high asperities and high aspect 
ratio are selectively comminuted. Similar findings have been made by Kaya et al. (2002) where they 
found that single breakage events often result in irregularly shaped particles while multiple 
breakage events lead to the production of relatively round particles.  
Forssberg and Zhai (1985) showed that particles produced from autogenous mills are more rounded 
than those from conventional ball and rod mills due to the abrasion effect. Vizcarra et al. (2011) 
compared the shape of the particles produced in a hammer mill and a piston-die compression unit 
and they found that hammer mill produced less angular particles than the piston-die compression 
unit. The reason for this is that, in addition to massive impact, surface-specific impacts are also 
happening within the hammer mill where protuberances are chipped off from the surface of the 
particles. Stirred mills are believed to produce more rounded particles than the conventional mills 
due to attrition being the dominant mechanism in the mill according to Andreatidis (1995). The 
rounding of the particles was due to the removal of topographical features protruding from particle 
surfaces through the action of attrition (Gao and Forssberg, 1995, Kaya et al., 2002, King, 2012, 
Pourghahramani, 2012, Vizcarra et al., 2011).  
In addition to the type of mill, the duration of grinding can also influence the breakage mechanism 
within a particular mill. Austin et al. (1990) showed that increasing the grinding time in a tumbling 
ball mill resulted in more rounded particles which suggests that at long grinding time, the breakage 
mechanism changes to give more chipping and abrasion. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of 
the ore can also affect the breakage mechanism to a certain degree. Pourghahramani (2012) 
observed in SAG milling that soft ores produce more elongated, angular and less rounded products 
than the hard ores. The reason which he postulated is that weaker ores are ground mainly by impact 
while the stronger ores are subjected to abrasion and attrition events where media impact could not 
sufficiently break the stronger particles. Hogg (1999) stated that in order for impact fracture to 
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occur the overall stress applied on the particle has to exceed a critical value. When the applied stress 
is not high enough, the critical value is exceeded only locally, along the particle surface, which 
leads to attrition breakage. Morrison and Cleary (2004) found that the energy required for attrition 
and abrasion is extremely low, on the order of 0.001 kWh/t such that hard ores have higher 
probability of being broken by attrition and abrasion.  
Attrition can be thought of as a shrinking process whereby two populations of particles are 
produced: the core particles, which inherit the shape of the parent particle, and those particles that 
are chipped off from the surface which normally report to the ultrafine sizes and have random 
shapes that can be significantly different from those of the parent particles as shown in Figure 2.3. 
The size distribution corresponding to this mode of breakage shows a bimodal distribution as shown 
in Figure 2.4, one representing the core particles which is located near the parent size and the other 
representing the chipped off particles which is located in the fines region several size fractions from 
the peak near the parent size. On the other hand, impact breakage is known to produce more angular 
progeny particles that have broad distribution of size as shown in Figure 2.4 and the corresponding 
size distribution is shown in Figure 2.5 (Kelly and Spottiswood, 1995, King, 2012). 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Effect of attrition breakage on the shape of the progeny particles (Kelly and Spottiswood, 1995) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Particle size distribution resulting from attrition (King, 2012) 
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Figure 2.5 Effect of impact fracture on the shape of the progeny particles (Kelly and Spottiswood, 1995) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Particle size distribution resulting from impact fracture (King, 2012) 
 
 
2.2.3.1. Characterisation of particle shape 
Image analysis systems provide useful information on geometric measures of particles that can be 
used to characterise the particle shapes quantitatively. The usual approach used to define particle 
shape and size is to compare it to some objects of regular geometry as reference. Commonly used 
reference shapes are sphere, cube and ellipsoid. In order to define the size of a certain particle with 
respect to a reference shape, two items are selected: (a) a reference shape (e.g. circle, sphere or 
cube) and (b) geometric features (which are basically categorised into particle volume, surface area 
and linear distance between particle features). By equating the geometric feature of the particle to 
the reference shape, the size of the reference shape can be calculated (Taylor, 2002). If the reference 
shape selected, for example is a circle, then the size of the particle is referred to as the size of an 
equivalent circle. 
To define the shape of an irregular particle, the ratio of some selected geometric features is 
compared to the ratio of those features for a reference shape. For example, the ratio of the 
volume/surface area of a sphere is compared to the ratio of the volume/surface area of an irregular 
shape by taking the ratio of the two ratios obtained (Russ and Dehoff, 2012, Mather, 1966). 
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The parameter that compares the geometric features of an irregular shape to the geometric features 
of a reference shape is called a Shape Descriptor. It evaluates the deviation of a particle shape from 
the reference shape quantitatively. In a comprehensive review of particle shape descriptors 
conducted by Pourghahramani and Forssberg (2005), they identified the most commonly used shape 
descriptors as aspect ratio, circularity and sphericity. Aspect ratio is the measure of the length to 
width ratio of the particle. It is a measure of how elongated a particle is, however it is not able to 
identify between a circle and square as the two different shapes will give the same aspect ratio. 
Circularity is a measure of both the geometric shape and the smoothness of the surface. A circle 
with low surface asperities will have a circularity value of 1 and a circle with rough surface and 
particles of any shapes will have circularity greater than 1. Hence, particles with the same shape but 
different surface roughness will reflect different circularity values, as well as particles with different 
shapes but the same surface roughness. This descriptor is therefore unable to differentiate between a 
circle with a rough surface and an irregularly-shaped particle. Sphericity is the 3-dimensional 
version of circularity where it uses sphere, instead of a circle, as the reference shape. It also suffers 
from the same shortcomings as circularity that it cannot discriminate between a sphere with rough 
surface and an irregularly-shaped particle.  
Aside from the three shape descriptors mentioned above, there are other shape descriptors available 
for different purposes. Pourghahramani and Forssberg (2005) summarised some examples of 
geometric features (Table 2.2) that are commonly used in particle shape descriptors and the 
frequently used particle shape descriptors (Table 2.3). Figure 2.5 illustrates how the geometric 
features are measured from the particle with an irregular shape to get its equivalent shape.  
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Table 2.2 Some examples of geometric measures commonly applied in particle shape and morphological characterisation 
(Pourghahramani and Forssberg, 2005) 
Geometric measures Definitions and measurement methods 
Feret diameter  
Vertical,        Distance between bottom and top-most image pixels 
Vertical,       Distance between right-and left-most image pixels 
Maximum,   (     )      Maximum Feret measured for all orientations 
Orthogonal to maximum,      Feret diameter 90
o
 to maximum Feret 
 
Minimum* (     )      Minimum Feret measured for all particle orientations 
Orthogonal to minimum,      Feret diameter 90
o
 to minimum Feret 
Mean,   (      ) Mean of Feret diameters for all orientations 
Median,     (        ) Median of Feret diameters for all orientations 
Minimum area bounding rectangle  
Length,   
 
Longest Feret diameter of the pair (         ), whose product is 
a maximum over all orientations 
Breadth,   Longest Feret diameter of the pair (         ), whose product is 
a minimum over all orientations 
Chord length  
Vertical            Distance between boundary pixels that intersect a vertical line 
passing through the particle centroid 
Horizontal,         Distance between boundary pixels that intersect a horizontal line 
passing through the particle centroid 
  
Maximum,     (     ) Maximum chord length for all particle orientations 
Minimum,     (     ) Minimum chord length for all particle orientations 
Orthogonal to maximum,         (         ) Length of chord 90
o 
to the maximum 
Orthogonal to minimum,         (         ) Length of chord 90
o 
to the minimum 
Mean,    (      ) Mean of chord length for all orientations 
Martin’s diameter,   Length of the chord that most closely bisects the particle area 
Equivalent diameters by comparing to sphere:   , 
  ,   ,   , and     
Equivalent diameter of a sphere with the same surface area, 
projection area (in a fixed position), volume, settling 
velocity, and light-scattering intensity, respectively 
Circular equivalent diameter,     Equivalent diameter of a circle with the same area 
Perimeter,   Sum of the distance between successive boundary pixels 
Area,   Total number of pixels in the particle image 
Thickness,   Distance between two places parallel to the plane of greatest 
stability and tangential to the surface of the particle 
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Table 2.3 Most commonly used macro-shape descriptors (Pourghahramani and Forssberg, 2005) 
Shape Factor Formula Comments 
Form factor        ⁄  or      ⁄  or    
   ⁄  
Compares the surface of the 
object   to the surface of the 
disc of the same perimeter   
Roundness           
 ⁄         ⁄  or 
                ⁄  
Compares the surface of the 
object   to the surface of the 
disc of diameter      
Aspect ratio            ⁄  or   ⁄  Often used in terms of elongation 
Elongation       ⁄  Aspect ratio substitute for a very 
elongated particle (fiber) 
Curl           ⁄  Suitable for very elongated 
objects 
Convexity       ⁄     is the perimeter of the convex 
bounding polygon 
Solidity       ⁄     is the surface of the convex 
bounding polygon 
Compactness    √          Compares the roundness 
Extent     (        )⁄  Compares the ratio of surface to 
multiplication of maximum 
and minimum Feret diameters 
Relative width      ⁄  or         ⁄  Higher value indicates less 
elongate particles 
Flatness      ⁄  or      ⁄  Its value is always more than 1 
and higher value indicates flatter 
particles  
Circularity           ⁄  
 or  
      
          
 
> 1 for any shape except sphere 
(circularity of sphere is equal to 1) 
Sphericity          ⁄  > 1 for any shape except sphere 
(sphericity of sphere is equal to 1) 
Simplified shape factor 
   
    
 
 √  (
       
      
)
 
 
Its value may vary between -1 and 
1. The smaller the value, the 
greater the shape irregularity 
Shape coefficient           ⁄  Measurement of 3-dimensional 
particle shape and also is a 
combination of geometric and 
surface textures 
Dispersion        (   ) Dispersion of an ellipse is zero 
and it grows with the increase 
of the object’s roughness 
Irregularity parameter      ⁄     can be applied both to 
elongated and irregular 
particles, but it does not allow 
us to decide whether the 
particle is elongated or 
irregular 
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Figure 2.7 Equivalent diameter and particle shape (Müller et al., 2001) 
 
Each shape descriptor described in Table 2.3 measures shape based on different geometric features 
and there is no single shape descriptor available that can clearly define and differentiate all possible 
kinds of shapes. This makes the measurement of particle shapes challenging. In order to overcome 
this difficulty of measuring shapes, an alternative approach is to combine different shape descriptors 
that are appropriate for a given purpose. Little et al. (2015) developed a novel approach for shape 
characterisation that uses roundness in conjunction with aspect ratio. They found that highly 
elongated particles report low roundness values and rounded particles have aspect ratios close to 1. 
When these two shape descriptors are used independently, aspect ratio cannot discriminate between 
rounded particles and angular equant particles and roundness cannot distinguish between elongated 
particles and angular equant particles. By using the two descriptors in conjunction, they constructed 
a matrix shown in Table 2.4 to define shape classes based on the values of the roundness and aspect 
ratio.  
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Table 2.4 Shape classes based on roundness and aspect ratio in conjunction (Little et al., 2015) 
Shape class S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
Description Elongated and 
angular 
Angular Equant Elongated and 
smooth 
Round 
Roundness 
values 
0 – 0.4 0 – 0.4 0.4 – 0.75 0.4 – 0.75 0.75 – 1 
Aspect ratio 
values 
0 – 0.5 0.5 – 1 0 – 0.5 0.5 – 1 0.5 – 1 
Appearance 
(UG2 
chromite Ore) 
  
 
 
 
 
2.2.4. Effect of breakage mechanism on mineral liberation 
Most often, valuable minerals do not exist in their liberated form, but rather, they usually coexist 
with some other minerals which are referred to as the gangue minerals in the field of mineral 
processing. Separation of the valuable minerals from the gangue is the main objective of mineral 
processing. In order to separate the valuable minerals from the gangue, the valuable minerals have 
to be substantially liberated by breaking the host rock containing them into sizes small enough that 
they can be recovered by the subsequent separation process. Along with the size reduction is the 
simplification of the texture of the particles. This process of simplifying the texture of the particles 
by comminution is called liberation (Gaudin, 1939).  
The degree of liberation depends on the final product size. It is important to note that the valuable 
minerals do not have to be fully liberated in order to be separated from the gangue. According to 
Sutherland (1989) even poorly liberated particles with optimum flotation size could float more 
rapidly than liberated coarse particles and at the same degree of liberation, intermediate-sized 
particles float faster than coarse particles as shown in Figure 2.8. Hence, results of his study show 
that flotation rates are not only affected by size but by liberation as well and that there is an 
interaction between liberation and particle size.   
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Figure 2.8 Effects of particle size and liberation on flotation recovery after 8.0 minutes (Sutherland, 1989) 
A knowledge on how the particle composition distribution changes as a result of comminution is 
therefore necessary to be able to optimise the mineral processing circuit. In order to carry out 
simulation, liberation models for comminution are needed to be able to predict how the composition 
distribution of particles changes as a consequence of size reduction.  
Equally important to the understanding on how the composition distribution of particles changes 
due to comminution is the understanding of how particles are broken within the comminution 
machine. The breakage mechanism within the machine determines the resulting particle size 
distribution of the product. A consideration of grinding mechanisms in comminution machines as it 
relates to mineral liberation can provide useful information about methods that can potentially 
enhance liberation by manipulating operating conditions of the mills. The ability to selectively 
liberate valuable minerals from the rest of the gangue phases could lead to a significant 
advancement in the mineral processing operation. 
Certain mills are believed to enhance liberation via a different type of mechanism relative to the 
conventional tumbling mills by promoting selective breakage of particles along the grain 
boundaries. Particle-bed breakage, for example, has been demonstrated to show an advantage of 
liberating minerals preferentially through the use of high pressure grinding rolls. However, caution 
must be exercised because the work of Vizcarra (2010) showed that particle-bed-breakage does not 
actually enhance the size-by-size liberation of the minerals. He tested three sulphide ores with 
different textures and he concluded that liberation properties on a size-by-size level are invariant of 
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both the type of comminution device and the particle size distribution. His results were consistent 
with earlier studies on the investigation of the effect of breakage mechanism in different mills on 
liberation properties of various ores (Wightman et al., 2008, Weller et al., 1996, Manlapig et al., 
1985, Bérubé and Marchand, 1984). 
Andreatidis (1995) also explored the possible enhancement of mineral liberation in regrinding using 
a stirred bead mill. His results showed that the effects of breakage mechanism on mineral liberation 
is dependent on the texture of the ore. For Mount Isa LGM concentrate, which is predominantly 
liberated or simple binary material, neither the breakage mechanism nor the product size 
distribution affected the mineral liberation properties. However, for the McArthur River LGM 
rougher concentrate, which consists predominantly of composite minerals, the liberation of non-
sulphide gangue and sphalerite shows a significant increase for samples ground in stirred bead mill.  
According to Roufail and Klein (2010) mineral liberation in stirred mills is enhanced when the 
particles break along the grain boundaries than when they are broken by transgranular breakage. 
The work of Roufail (2011) on the effect of stirred milling on the breakage mechanism of particles 
and their morphological features showed that intergranular breakage is promoted by impact loading 
while transgranular breakage results when the mechanism is attrition.  
 
2.3. Mineral liberation modelling 
Since the main target of comminution is to liberate minerals in order to yield saleable concentrates 
in the subsequent separation process, it is important to establish a relationship between the 
comminution process and mineral liberation. An understanding of the influence of comminution on 
the mineral liberation can lead to modelling liberation in comminution.  
The basic objective of any mineral liberation model is to predict the liberation distribution resulting 
from comminution of mineral ores. Liberation models are useful for the effective optimisation of a 
mineral processing circuit through simulation. Mineral liberation models can be generally classified 
into two: texture-based and population balance models. 
A texture-based model is built upon the idea that liberation is a property of the ore texture and that 
liberation at a particular size fraction can be calculated without the necessity of knowing how that 
size was produced during the comminution. Hence, with this type of modelling approach the 
mineral liberation model is decoupled from the comminution models. Progeny particles are 
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generated by superimposing fracture patterns on the texture of the ore and the corresponding 
particle composition distribution is determined.  
Population balance modelling of mineral liberation on the other hand, integrates the mineral 
liberation model with the comminution model, treating the mineral liberation and comminution 
process simultaneously. The population balance model of comminution is a one-dimensional 
description of the particle population based on the size. By integrating mineral liberation into 
comminution, the particle population is now described in terms of both size and mineral content.  
So far, models of mineral liberation resulting from comminution are developed based on the 
breakage within the tumbling mills. Some comminution models in stirred mills for fine grinding and 
regrinding applications which were developed by Jankovic (1999), Redstone (1983), Gao and 
Forssberg (1995), Gao et al. (1996) and Larson (2012), are useful in the prediction of the 
performance of stirred mills in terms of size reduction and energy consumption. Morrell et al. 
(1993b) also successfully applied the population balance models of JKMRC and CSIRO in 
predicting the particle size distribution of the products of fine grinding in tower mills.  
However, models for mineral liberation in fine grinding and regrinding are yet to be developed. As 
fine grinding and regrinding processes are becoming widely used for the processing of complex, 
low grade and fine-grained ores, liberation models for fine grinding and regrinding have to be 
available for simulation and optimisation of the modern mineral processing plants. The models for 
the fine grinding in the regrind stage will also find their applications in the integrated mineral 
processing and smelting operations which was proposed by Evans et al. (2009). Liberation models 
particularly for the regrind will be helpful in the simulation of the comminution circuit to determine 
the achievable grade and recovery for different combinations and number of grinding and 
regrinding. In this work, liberation simulations using image processing software were performed as 
proof of concept of what would be achieved with a liberation model.     
Existing models of mineral liberation are discussed in the following sections to demonstrate how 
they were developed and applied. By knowing the basis of the existing models, insights on the 
application of these models on the fine grinding and regrinding can be drawn.    
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2.3.1. Mineral liberation modelling by Population Balance 
Pioneering the population balance approach to mineral liberation are Andrews and Mika (1975) 
who developed a fundamental equation (Equation 2.1), which describes the simultaneous process of 
liberation and size reduction of a binary ore in a batch grinding. Both the particle assay and particle 
mass were considered as continuous variables in this model.  
  (     )
  
   (      ) (     )  ∫ ∫  (       ) (     ) (     )    
  (   )
 
  
 
    
 
 
where: 
 (     )= a description of the mill contents at time t. 
  = mass of the progeny particle 
  = mass of the parent particle 
  = assay (grade) of progeny particle 
  = assay (grade) of parent particle 
 (       ) = breakage function of the ore 
 (     ) = selection function of the ore 
Based on the conservation of mass, the following constraints were applied to the breakage of a 
binary ore in a batch mill: 
    
      
 (   )   (   ) 
Upon these constraints, they constructed a diagram (Figure 2.9) which defines the possible mass 
and assay of progeny particles that were broken from unliberated parent particles of a given mass 
and assay.  
 
(Equation 2.1) 
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Figure 2.9 Possible values of m and a of the progeny particles that break from a given M and A of the parent particle 
(Andrews and Mika, 1975) 
 
Another diagram (Figure 2.10) was constructed which defines the set of values of M and A of the 
parent particles based on a given set of values of m and a of the progeny particles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Possible values of M and A of the parent particle from which progeny particles of m and a breaks (Andrews and 
Mika, 1975) 
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The challenge of this model however, during that time, is that it had limited value because of the 
mathematical complexity.  
Wiegel (1976) developed a population balance model of mineral liberation by integrating liberation 
and comminution models through the introduction of directional coefficients into the existing batch-
grinding equation, Equation 2.2. 
   
  
 ∑       
   
   
      
The directional coefficients (Equations 2.3-2.5) define the quantity of the liberated species produced 
by size reduction of locked particles in a binary system from size j to       size i. 
  
     
.       /
    
 
 
     
.       /
    
 
 
      
    
    
             
where            are the components of the liberation model which define the fraction of particles 
that are liberated A, liberated B, and locked AB, respectively and are functions of the volumetric 
grade of minerals A and B in the ore and the ratio of mineral grain size to particle size. 
The mathematical expression of the directional coefficients is based on the fact that when a binary 
mineral system undergoes size reduction, three types of particles are broken: two liberated particles 
and the composite particles. When a liberated particle is broken to finer size fractions, they remain 
liberated and of the same mineral specie. On the other hand, the composite particles will break into 
liberated valuable mineral, liberated gangue mineral and composite particles. The progeny 
composite particles have different average composition than the parent composite particles from 
 (Equation 2.2) 
 
(Equation 2.3) 
 
(Equation 2.5) 
(Equation 2.4) 
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which they break. The change in the particle identity as comminution progresses is illustrated in 
Figure 2.11. The resulting integrated size reduction – mineral liberation model is given in Equations 
2.6-2.8. To simplify the solution to the model, a unique breakage function was assumed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Particle identity change due to size reduction (Wiegel, 1976) 
 
 
The individual compositional components of the integrated comminution – mineral liberation 
model: 
 For liberated particles of mineral A: 
 
    
  
 ∑.                   /   
   
   
        
 
 For liberated particles of mineral B: 
   
  
 ∑.                  /   
   
   
        
 
 
 
 
(Equation 2.6) 
 
(Equation 2.7) 
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 For locked particles: 
   
  
 ∑.             /   
   
   
          
 
The application of the model was tested on the batch grinding tests of a magnetite ore containing 
23.3% magnetite. The model, however over-predicted the actual liberation measured by magnetic 
separation and this was attributed to the preferential breakage of the magnetite over the gangue. The 
selection function of the magnetite was increased accordingly by assuming that the effect of each 
mineral’s selection function could be represented by a constant ratio K, given as: 
  
   
   
 
 
They found that using a value of 1.4 for the K gave more accurate predictions.  
Peterson and Herbst (1985) developed a similar model to Wiegel except that the breakage function 
was not assumed to be constant for the minerals in the binary system. The model takes the 
following form: 
For liberated particle of phase A: 
 ,   
 ( )-
  
    
 ( )   
 ( )  ∑   
     
 ( )   
 ( )
   
   
 ∑   
      
  ( )   
  ( )
   
   
 
For liberated particle of phase B:  
 ,   
 ( )-
  
    
 ( )   
 ( )  ∑   
     
 ( )   
 ( )
   
   
 ∑   
      
  ( )   
  ( )
   
   
 
(Equation 2.8) 
(Equation 2.9) 
 
(Equation 2.10) 
 (Equation 2.11) 
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For composite particles:  
 ,   
  ( )-
  
    
  ( )   
  ( )  ∑   
       
  ( )   
  ( )
   
   
 
 
where   
   total mass of mill contents 
  
 ( )   
 ( )   
  ( )   mass fraction of mill contents of phase A, B and AB respectively 
in the ith size fraction at time t. 
  
 ( )   
 ( )   
  ( )   size-discretised selection function for particles of phase A, B, and 
AB respectively in the ith size fraction. 
   
     
     
    size-discretised breakage function for particles of phase A, B and AB, 
respectively, breaking from size fraction j to size fraction i. 
The mineralogical compositions of the different particles which were used to estimate the 
parameters of the model were obtained through a probabilistic distribution of the measured linear 
grades. Due to the large number of parameters that needs to be estimated in this model, they 
developed a computer programme called ESTILIB to fit the model to experimental data to obtain 
estimates of the parameters. The programme and the model were tested using data obtained from 
the batch grinding of a high ash coal. The coal was treated as a two-phase material, the phases being 
pure coal with specific gravity < 1.3 and pure gangue having specific gravity > 2.5, with the gangue 
including all of the minerals present in the ash. The reported results of the model predictions were 
good.  
Herbst et al.(1988) expanded the model of Peterson and Herbst by developing a multicomponent – 
multisize liberation model that includes more than one class of locked particles. The model was 
verified successfully on a batch mill test using a copper ore. 
Another model that extends the population balance model that allows for the description of the 
breakage and liberation of mineral components from a binary ore was developed by Choi et al. 
(1985), Choi et al. (1987), Choi et al. (1988b), Choi et al. (1988a). With the use of image analysis, 
breakage and liberation parameters were directly estimated from the experimental data. The model 
takes the following form: 
(Equation 2.12) 
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 (    )     ∑         
   
   
   
 
 
where: 
  total number of mineral content classes 
  specific mineral content class out of a total of  classes 
   mass fraction of particle of phase   contained in each size class 
   breakage distribution matrix of phase   (the fraction of primary breakage product of 
phase   reporting to each size class  
   selection function matrix for phase   (the rate at which material of phase   breaks out 
of each size class 
     = liberation distribution matrix for phase k (fraction of primary breakage product of 
composite particle i which reports to another size class as free mineral k) 
2.3.2. Texture-based mineral liberation modelling  
The first mineral liberation model that was developed by Gaudin (1939) was texture-based. The 
model predicts the degree of mineral liberation in a binary ore based on the size ratio of the mineral 
grain and particle and the volumetric abundance ratio of the two minerals. He created a cubic binary 
mineral aggregate with both mineral species also having cubic grains and of equal sizes, as shown 
in Figure 2.12. The grains of less abundant mineral were placed as far apart as possible from each 
other within the texture. To generate progeny particles, a breakage pattern of large network of cubic 
fracture that are parallel to the edges of the mineral grains was superimposed on the texture of the 
binary mineral yielding monosized cubic products of that ore. The fracture of a single mineral grain 
with size  and fracture dimension , is illustrated in Figure 2.13 and the resulting progeny particles 
is shown in Figure 2.14. The degree of liberation was defined as the production of particles 
consisting entirely of valuable mineral. The model however, had less practical applications due to 
the highly restrictive assumptions.  
 
(Equation 2.13) 
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Figure 2.12 Gaudin’s arrangement of mineral grains in a binary mineral species (Gaudin, 1939) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Fracture of a single mineral with grain size α and fracture dimension β (Gaudin, 1939) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Progeny particles 
 
Almost three decades later, Wiegel and Li (1967) built on the work of Gaudin and proposed a 
physical model for an idealized binary mineral system and for the process of liberation by size 
reduction. Similar to Gaudin’s model the following assumptions are made: that the mineral grains 
are monosized and cubic; fracture is random, and; the resulting progeny particles are cubic. 
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However, unlike Gaudin’s model, the arrangement of the mineral grains is completely random. 
From this model, equations are derived which determines the amount of each component liberated 
as a function of the ratio of the volumetric abundance of the two minerals and the size ratio of the 
mineral grain to particle. The model also shows the definite relationship between the mineral 
concentration within a composite particle and the frequency of occurrence of composite particles. 
These relationships are then used to obtain the theoretical grade – recovery diagrams.  
While the models of Gaudin, and Wiegel and Li are useful in correlating experimentally liberation 
data, they are not able to predict the liberation based on the measurements of grain size on the ore. 
Models along this line were developed by Meloy and Gotoh (1985) and Barbery and Leroux (1988) 
that are able to predict the liberation distribution of the progeny particles. Meloy and Gotoh (1985) 
employed a texture transformation of the original ore texture into a simple geometry such as cubic 
or sphere. The modelled texture is then randomly broken virtually by masking small particles of 
simple shape onto the texture and then the liberation distribution is calculated using simple 
geometric formulas. Barbery and Leroux (1988) followed a similar approach to modelling but 
instead of using cubic or sphere, they modelled the ore texture by using a Boolean model. A random 
breakage pattern was masked on the modelled texture, shown in Figure 2.15 and then the fraction of 
liberated particles was estimated. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Boolean model of a binary ore texture broken by random Poisson polyhedral fracture pattern (Binary ore: white 
and black phases; Texture: random Poisson polyhedral represented by broad lines; Fracture pattern: random 
Poisson polyhedral represented by fine lines) (Barbery and Leroux, 1988) 
 
King (1979) on the other hand, used linear intercept distributions to characterise the ore texture 
instead of modelling the ore texture by transforming into simple geometric shapes. Intercept lengths 
of the mineral and the gangue are measured from the polished sections of the ore (Figure 2.16) to 
obtain a distribution function of the intercept lengths. To generate progeny particles, a random 
fracture pattern is superimposed on the polished section (Figure 2.17) to simulate size reduction. No 
assumptions were made on the shape, size and orientation with respect to the underlying grain. Two 
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basic assumptions are made: that the breakage is random and the mineral grains are isotropic such 
that the linear intercept length is equivalent to the volumetric fraction of the mineral in the ore. The 
only requirement for the model is statistical data on the distribution of linear intercepts, expressed in 
Equation 2.14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Traverse across section of ore showing linear-intercept lengths (King, 1979) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17 Random fragmentation of the ore on grinding (King, 1979) 
  
 ( )    
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Klimpel and Austin (1983) developed a model similar to King’s model except that the concepts are 
applied directly to the volume of solid rather than on the linear intercepts. Hence, the assumption 
regarding the relationship between the linear intercepts and the volume of particles is no longer 
necessary. Progeny particles are generated based on the experimentally determined size distribution. 
The size reduction of the primary host material is carried out by superimposing a random fracture 
pattern on the primary material assuming there is no preferential breakage at grain boundaries.  
Another model built on King’s model is Gay’s (1999) where he extended the linear intercepts to 
planar intercepts. The approach he took is a masking technique where he used the ore texture to 
estimate the liberation distribution of particles resulting from comminution. The liberation model 
(Equation 2.14) 
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was based on the assumption of a random breakage. The concept of the model is explained 
according to the following method: first was to obtain planar intercepts from particles at a particular 
size fraction, which is -2.80 + 2.36 mm in this case, by mounting the particles on a resin block. The 
block was sectioned and then basic image analysis was applied to the sections to display the planar 
intercepts which is shown in Figure 2.18 (a). The planar intercepts in Figure 2.18 (b) is then 
converted to a mask (Figure 2.18 (b)) which provides an outline of the shapes of the planar 
intercepts. Figure 2.18 (c) shows a hypothetical texture which is in most cases will correspond to 
that of an ore deposit. This hypothetical texture was obtained from particles that had been immersed 
in resin. The breakage of the hypothetical texture into -2.80 + 2.36 mm particles can be estimated 
by masking Figure 2.18 (b) over Figure 2.18 (c) resulting in Figure 2.16 (d), which is now the 
simulated progeny particles. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18  (a) Planar intercepts for -2.80 + 2.36 mm particles; (b) Mask of the -2.80 + 2.36 mm planar intercepts;                  
(c) Hypothetical texture; (d) Planar intercepts after masking  
 
a 
c 
b 
d 
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This model was built on the assumption that the breakage is independent of the texture of the ore, 
that is, all the minerals have the same hardness, and that the particles obtained from breaking the 
ore are similar to the particle intercepts for the measured particles.  
Guimarães and Durão (2003) also took a similar approach to King’s method of modelling liberation 
wherein comminution is simulated by superimposing breakage lines on the images of polished 
section of the ore texture. However, instead of just superimposing random lines, the lines in this 
model are propagated based on a neural networks rule that relates to the brittleness of the minerals 
in the ore and the time of grinding. In effect, the model generates particles based on two parameters: 
the brittleness of the hardest mineral which ranges between 0 and 1, with the softer mineral 
arbitrarily assigned a brittleness value of zero, and; the number of fracture lines to impose over the 
image of the ore texture. Brittleness is represented by the probability of the line fracture that would 
cross each mineral phase. When a fracture meets the hardest mineral in its progression, a random 
number is generated between 0 and 1. If this number is less than the probability defined by the user 
to represent the brittleness of the mineral, the line fracture will change direction, which means that 
the mineral phase will not be broken. Otherwise, the fracture line will cut 
through the mineral phase. This process is repeated until the fracture reaches 
the border of the image. The other parameter which is the number of fracture lines is determined by 
the mathematical expression Equation 2.15, of neural networks that approximates the relationship 
between the milling time and number of fracture lines.   
   
  
     ,       -
    
Although the model gave a good estimation of areal size distribution, it did not predict well the 
particle composition distribution of the generated particles. A potential improvement which 
considers the addition of parameters such as brittleness of the softer mineral, rather than assigning 
an arbitrary value of 0, was cited by the authors.   
2.4. Conclusions 
The review of the literature has identified which aspects of the study on the breakage mechanism in 
stirred milling and the consequence on the mineral liberation have been covered by earlier 
researchers and where the gaps exist in the current knowledge.  
Of the researchers who have investigated breakage in stirred mills, many assumed that the breakage 
mechanism is attrition, mostly based on the theoretical investigation and experimental observations 
(Equation 2.15) 
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of the motion of the media and particles as a result of the action of the stirrer. Only a small number 
of researchers have actually related the breakage mechanism to the shape of the particles of the 
products. Andreatidis (1995) and Roufail (2011) both conducted a study on the effect of breakage 
mechanism on the shapes of the particles. Through the measurement of circularity of the progeny 
particles, Andreatidis (1995) stated that breakage in stirred mills is dominated by attrition since the 
particles produced are more circular than those from conventional ball mills. However, the use of 
circularity as a shape descriptor suffers from the sensitivity of the descriptor to the measurement 
resolutions due to the use of perimeter to derive the circularity. Roufail (2011) on the other hand 
related surface morphology of the particles in terms of the roughness to the breakage mechanism in 
stirred mills. Both of the findings of Andreatidis (1995) and Roufail (2011) showed that the 
breakage mechanism is also influenced by the material properties. The work of Andreatidis (1995) 
used LGM concentrates while Roufail (2011) used quartz, galena, mixed quartz and galena and 
lead-zinc ore.  
The comminution models in stirred mills for fine grinding and regrinding applications developed by 
Jankovic (1999), Redstone (1983), Gao and Forssberg (1995), Gao et al. (1996) and Larson (2012), 
were useful in the prediction of the performance of stirred mills in terms of size reduction and 
energy consumption. Morrell et al. (1993b) also successfully applied the population balance models 
of JKMRC and CSIRO in predicting the particle size distribution of the products of fine grinding in 
tower mills. However, models of mineral liberation in fine grinding and regrinding using stirred 
mills have not been developed yet. Existing models of mineral liberation were all based on breakage 
in tumbling mills, whether they are based on population balance approach or texture-based method.   
In summary, the review of the published literature presented in this section has identified the 
following gaps in knowledge: 
 The understanding of the effect of breakage mechanism in stirred mills on the shape 
evolution of the particles at the regrind stage using stirred mills where the feed particles 
have been initially smoothed in the earlier stages of grinding is not yet well understood. The 
findings of Andreatidis (1995) showed rounding of the particles as a result of the breakage 
in stirred mills due to attrition. Moreover, Roufail (2011) related the breakage mechanism by 
attrition to the surface roughness of the particles and he found that the particles show 
smoother surfaces. With these initial findings on the relationship between breakage in stirred 
mills and particles shape, it is worthwhile to explore the possibility of breakage by attrition 
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that is analogous to shrinking where the shape of the particles is preserved as they are 
reduced in size.  
 No study has been published to test the breakage mechanism in stirred mills using copper 
rougher concentrates. Andreatidis (1995), Roufail (2011) recognized that the breakage 
mechanism in stirred mills can be influenced by the material properties, particularly the 
difference in the hardness of the minerals and the specific gravity difference of the minerals. 
To date, the materials used to test the breakage mechanism are LGM concentrates, quartz, 
galena, and lead-zinc concentrate. 
 The application of the methodology developed by Little et al. (2015) which uses the 
combination of roundness and aspect ratio in characterising shape of particles has not been 
validated yet on other materials such as the regrind products of copper rougher concentrate. 
The samples used in the development of their methodology was a UG2 chromite ore which 
is a multicomponent platinum ore. 
 There has been no methodology yet to simulate breakage by attrition through a shrinking 
method using image processing.  
 The effect of the breakage mechanism in stirred mills on the size-by-size liberation 
properties of the minerals has not been determined yet, since the earlier observations of                   
Wightman et al. (2008), Weller et al. (1996), Manlapig et al. (1985), Bérubé and Marchand 
(1984) were made on tumbling mills.  
In the context of this study, the breakage mechanism in a 1.5-L vertical stirred mill and its influence 
on the mineral liberation will be assessed through particle size distribution and evolution of shapes 
of particles as they undergo grinding.   
This leads to the following key questions to be addressed through the testing of the hypotheses 
outlined in section 1.2: 
 What is the dominant breakage mechanism in stirred mills? 
 If attrition is the dominant breakage in stirred mill, how does it influence the evolution of 
the shape of the particles as they undergo grinding? 
 Can the simulation by pure attrition breakage using image processing accurately predict the 
liberation characteristics of the minerals? 
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 How does attrition breakage affect the size-by-size liberation of the mineral phases? 
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Chapter 3 Experimental procedure 
3.1. Ore samples 
The samples used in this work consisted of rougher concentrates generated in a separate pilot plant 
study of three copper-gold ore types from the Tampakan deposit in the Philippines. The three ore 
types were categorised by Xstrata Copper according to the type of copper sulphides present and the 
level of arsenic and were named Primary, Medium Sulphur, and High Arsenic (G&T Metallurgical 
Services Ltd., 2009). The Primary ore contains chalcopyrite as the main copper-bearing mineral, 
Medium Sulphur has bornite, and High Arsenic has both bornite and chalcocite. A copper-arsenic 
mineral in the form of enargite is present in a relatively significant amount in the High Arsenic, a 
small amount in Medium Sulphur and absent in Primary.  
All samples were received as slurry in drums containing an average of 100 kg each of rougher 
concentrates. The concentrates were generated from a pilot plant run in Canada which is not part of 
the scope of this thesis. The process flowsheet used in the pilot plant is presented in Figure 3.1. The 
mill used for the primary grinding was a rod mill and was operated in an open circuit to produce a 
product with a nominal size of 150 µm. The product of the primary grind was fed to the rougher 
flotation which produced the rougher concentrates used in this study. The rougher flotation 
consisted of six, 12-litre flotation cells.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Pilot plant circuit for the Tampakan ore (G&T Metallurgical Services Ltd., 2009) 
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Each drum of rougher concentrate was split into eight sub-samples using a slurry splitter, shown in 
Figure 3.2. To verify the efficiency of the slurry splitter in making accurate representative samples, 
each bucket was sampled for % solids, mass of solids and chemical assay measurements to test 
whether the % solids, mass of solids and chemical assays in each bucket were identical. The slurry 
samples collected from each bucket were weighed and dried, and the dried samples were then 
weighed.  The % solids was computed using Equation 3.1 The mass of solids contained in each 
bucket was determined from the % solids obtained using Equation 3.2. Samples were sent for XRF 
analysis to determine the chemical assay.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Slurry splitter 
 
 
 
(Equation 3.1) 
 
(Equation 3.2) 
 % 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠  
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡 𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦
∗  00 
 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠  % 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠 ∗𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡 𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑦 
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3.2. Regrind milling  
To evaluate the breakage mechanism in stirred regrind mills, an M1.5 V Netzsch mill (Netzsch 
Operating Instructions) was used to regrind the rougher concentrates. It is a laboratory agitator mill 
for batch operation.   
3.2.1. Description of the mill 
The M1.5 V Netzsch vertical mill, shown in Figure 3.3, is a laboratory mill which is a table model 
in vertical design for batch ultrafine grinding, which is typically grinding below 10 µm. The mill is 
powered by a 0.55 kW electric motor and geared through an infinitely variable drive which 
regulates the agitator speed from 465 rpm to 2800 rpm. The grinding chamber is made of Cr-Ni 
steel and has a volume of 1.4 litres. It is water-cooled through a double jacket where cooling water 
flows. The agitator used in this experiment is a disk-type agitator which is shown in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.3 M1.5 V Netzsch mill 
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Figure 3.4 Disk-type agitator 
The operation of the machine works with the same principle as the agitator bead mills, where the 
grinding beads are accelerated in the grinding tank through the action of the agitator. The speed of 
the agitator is controlled through the speed regulator. The energy acquired by the grinding media 
from the action of the agitator is transferred to the solid particles by virtue of collision which causes 
size reduction of the solid particles.  
Various grinding media can be employed such as glass beads, steel or ceramic media. In this work, 
Magotteaux’s MT1 ceramic bead media were used which were supplied by Xstrata. The ceramic 
media is characterised by its smooth surface, having a bulk density ranging from 2.3 to 2.4 g/cm
3
. 
The hardness value ranges from 1300 to 1400 HV and the fracture toughness is between 5 to 6 
J/cm
3
 (Curry and Clermont, 2005, http://www.magotteaux.com/products-services/grinding-
media/keramax-mtx/). The size of the media used in all of the test work conducted in this study is 
graded 3.5 mm which is based on the P80 of the feed as prescribed in the Xstrata’s guide for media 
selection (Table 3.1) which can be found in Xstrata’s Standard Procedure for IsaMillTM Signature 
Plot (Xstrata, 2012). The bead size compositions of the graded media are summarised in Table 3.2 
which is also based on Xstrata’s Standard Procedure for IsaMillTM Signature Plot. It can be seen in 
the table that the bead size composition of the graded 3.5 mm media is 70% 3.5 mm, 25% 2.0 mm 
and 5% 1.5 mm. 
 
Table 3.1 Guide for media selection (Xstrata, 2012) 
Media diameter (mm) Particle feed (F80, µm) 
2 < 70 
3.5 < 150 and > 70 
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Table 3.2 Bead size composition for graded charge (Xstrata, 2012) 
Charge Top size 2.0 mm 3.5 mm 
Charge 
composition 
(by volume) 
3.5 mm  70% 
2.0 mm 70% 25% 
1.5 mm 30% 5% 
 
 
3.2.2. Comminution in M 1.5 V Netzsch Vertical Mill 
Out of the eight sub-samples, one sub-sample was chosen randomly for the comminution test. The 
slurry was dried and then split several times using rotary splitter until 200-g samples were obtained. 
Water was added to the 200-g sample to make a slurry with 40% solids. The slurry was placed into 
the grinding tank and then the graded ceramic media with weight equal to the weight of the sample 
was added. The choice of the % solids was based on the information from the Tampakan feasibility 
study that determines the optimum grinding for where the viscosity does not hinder the grinding 
process (Larson, 2012).  
Once the feed and the media were loaded in the grinding tank, the power was turned on and then the 
speed of the stirrer was gradually increased from 0 to 1500 rpm. For each ore type, four grinding 
tests of increasing duration were performed – specifically grinding for 5, 10, 20 and 30 minutes at 
1500 rpm to produce the different size distributions.  
3.3. Size analysis 
A faster way of sizing fine and ultrafine particles is through cyclosizing. However, since its 
classification is based on specific gravity, complications may arise in defining the actual size of the 
particles of the rougher concentrates used in this research which consist of particles with a wide 
distribution of densities. Hence, the size analysis used in this experiment both for the feed and the 
products of regrinding is sieving. 
The dried concentrates were wet sieved at 38 µm in order to remove the fines attached to the coarse 
particles. This is because fine particles usually tend to attach to the coarse particles, thereby 
preventing them from passing through the aperture of the screen. The +38 - µm materials were dry 
sieved starting at 300 µm sieve screen while the -38 µm were micro-sieved on 20 µm and 10 µm 
micro sieves. The experimental set up for the micro sieving is shown in Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3.5 Ultrafine sieving set-up 
 
The acceptable procedure for micro-sieving is to start at the finest screen relative to the sieve sizes 
range considered in the test work. Hence, in this case, it started at the 10-µm screen. A small 
amount of concentrate was placed on the 10-µm screen and then water was added to facilitate 
sieving. The amount of material placed on the screen should be enough so as not to overload the 
screen since it is very fragile. In order to prevent damaging the screen, the screen with its content is 
partially submerged in the water so that the buoyancy of the water will help support the weight of 
the screen’s load. 
At the start of the sieving, the vibrator was turned on. Once the water in the beaker underneath the 
screen turns dark enough, it was transferred to a bucket and the water in the beaker was replaced. 
The process was repeated until the water was clear which indicates that there were no more -10 µm 
materials coming. The +10 µm were then sieved in 20-µm screen, following the same procedure as 
sieving in the 10-µm screen. 
3.4. Mineral liberation analysis 
Nine size fractions, namely -300+212, -212+150, -150+106, -106+75, -75+53, -53+38, -38+20,             
-20+10, -10 µm, were examined using MLA (Mineral Liberation Analyser). Particles from each 
size fraction were set in an epoxy resin in a round mould to form a hardened block. The hardened 
block was sectioned and polished to a mirror finish and then presented to the system. Since the 
system examines the cross section of the particles, the samples were obtained from a narrow size 
fraction so that the analysis was done only on those sections having sizes that are within the given 
size range. This was to ensure that the exposed area section corresponds as closely as possible to the 
volume.  
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MLA offers eight measurement modes, namely, Standard BSE liberation analysis (BSE), Extended 
BSE liberation analysis (XBSE), Ford analysis or grain-based X-ray mapping (GXMAP), Sparse 
phase liberation analysis (SPL), X-ray modal analysis (XMOD), Rare phase search (RPS), Latti 
analysis (SXBSE), and Schouwstra analysis (SPL-dual zoom) to produce different mineralogical 
information. These measurement types and their corresponding applications are described in detail 
by Fandrich et al. (2007). In this study, all the feed samples and regrind products were analysed 
using XBSE method since it is the measurement mode that is capable of handling complex ore types 
and the Tamapakan ore that is used in this work is complex.  
The standard mineralogical data generated by the MLA which were used in this work are particle 
images, particle and grain properties, modal mineralogy, calculated assay, elemental distributions, 
elemental and mineral grade recoveries, particle and mineral grain size distributions, particle 
density distributions, mineral associations and locking, and mineral liberation by particle 
composition and by free surface.  
3.5. Texture – based simulation of breakage and liberation 
The simulation of breakage and liberation was done using eCognition, which is an object-based 
image analysis software (http://www.ecognition.com/essentials, 2015). 
3.5.1. Particle re-creation in eCognition 
Classified images of the feed particles from MLA were imported into the eCognition. Since the 
eCognition software treats the newly-imported classified images of the particles from MLA as 
pictures composed of pixels, it is necessary to recreate the particles within the eCognition based on 
the mineral classification from MLA so that each image of particle is identified as a particle 
containing minerals. The re-creation of the particles in the eCognition is carried out by writing a 
ruleset script. A ruleset script is a set of algorithms built within the eCognition that instructs the 
software to perform certain task.  
For the particle re-creation, the following ruleset script is written: 
1. Segmentation 
This is the first step in the particle re-creation process where newly imported classified images 
from the MLA, shown in Figure 3.6 (a), are cut into smaller objects or segments to generate 
image objects, shown in Figure 3.6 (b), on which the classification process will be performed 
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afterwards. Each object created by segmentation is associated to an image layer value in RGB. 
For example, an object with a yellow colour has an RGB value of (R:255, G:255, B:0) while a 
red object has an RGB value of (R:255, G:0, B:0).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Classified images from the MLA; (b) segmented images created by the eCognition on the MLA classified 
images 
2. Classification 
Once the image objects are created, each object is classified into minerals according to the RGB 
values. The mineral classification based on RGB values is based on the classification from the 
MLA where it assigns colour to a particular mineral. For instance, yellow corresponds to quartz 
while red corresponds to bornite.    
3. Merging objects to form minerals 
This algorithm merges all objects that are in the same class and are adjacent to each other to 
form larger objects. Through this process, minerals are re-created. For example, all yellow 
objects that are adjacent to each other are merged to form the mineral quartz.  
4. Merging mineral objects to form particles 
In this algorithm, the mineral objects that are adjacent to each other are merged to form the 
particle objects. The resulting image will look similar to Figure 3.6 (a) but in this case, the 
particles are no longer seen as pixels but are treated as objects by the software onto which 
processes such as breakage simulation can be performed.  
The importance of the images being treated as objects is that when breakage simulation is 
performed, the software will be able to identify the images as particles with minerals rather than 
pixels on images. As a result, liberation data equivalent to the liberation data obtained from MLA 
can also be obtained from eCognition.  
(a) (b) 
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To verify the accuracy of particle re-creation, the measurements of the size distributions and the 
liberation distributions in the eCognition are compared with the size distributions and liberation 
distributions from MLA. Results of these comparison are presented in chapter 7.  
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Chapter 4 Characterisation of the rougher concentrates 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter contains the detailed characterisation of the three rougher concentrates of the 
Tampakan copper-gold ore that were used in the test work of this study in terms of their modal 
mineral mineralogy, microtextural characteristics and particle size distributions. The rougher 
concentrates, namely, Primary, Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic, were produced from the pilot 
plant work conducted in Canada, which is discussed in Chapter 3. Results of this characterisation 
will give insight to the understanding of the ore’s response to comminution by stirred milling and 
the effect on the liberation characteristics of the progeny particles.    
4.2. Verification of the efficiency of the slurry splitter  
The rougher concentrates were received as slurry and was split into sub-samples using a slurry 
splitter. Details of the sub-sampling procedure was discussed in Chapter 3. Samples from each sub-
sample were collected and the % solids, mass of solids and chemical analysis were measured to 
verify that the sub-samples were identical. Table 4.1 shows the measured % solids and mass of 
solids in each of the sub-sample of Primary ore. The XRF analysis of the sub-samples are shown in 
Table 4.2. The distributions of the samples were verified for normality and were found to be 
normally distributed as detailed in Appendix 2. To determine whether the measurements made on 
the sub-samples are not significantly different, Single Factor ANOVA for each measurement was 
computed. Results of the ANOVA for the % solids, mass of solids and the chemical assays are 
shown in Tables 4.3-4.8. In order for the subsamples to be considered not significantly different, the 
P-values of the ANOVA should be greater than 0.05. It can be seen that  the obtained P-values 
ranged between 0.1 to 0.9. Hence, the sub-samples in the Primary concentrate were not significantly 
different. Similar method for the verification of the efficiency of sub-sampling for the Medium 
Sulphur and High Arsenic were also conducted and the ANOVA results showed that the sub-
samples within each ore were not significantly different. The data and their corresponding ANOVA 
are detailed in Appendix 2.   
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Table 4.1 Percent solids and mass of solids in each of the Primary rougher concentrate sub-sample 
Bucket 
% solids Mass of solids (g) 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
1 51.02 57.65 52.31 7044.08 7959.84 7222.54 
2 50.75 57.67 51.10 7042.19 8002.18 7091.68 
3 49.93 50.86 51.58 7133.07 7265.67 7369.35 
4 51.35 53.98 52.36 7065.12 7428.06 7203.56 
5 54.64 56.19 55.62 7124.61 7326.99 7253.35 
6 51.11 51.89 51.87 7049.66 7157.46 7154.19 
7 50.95 51.69 51.59 7079.53 7183.08 7169.22 
8 51.08 51.95 52.41 6982.72 7101.21 7164.59 
 
Table 4.2 Chemical Assays of each of the sub-sample of the Primary rougher concentrate obtained from XRF analysis 
Bucket Sample 
Assay 
Cu Fe S Si 
1 
1 1.93 7.27 7.84 26.12 
2 1.92 7.16 7.70 26.39 
3 1.93 7.21 7.79 25.86 
2 
1 1.90 7.19 7.80 25.02 
2 1.92 7.30 7.88 26.72 
3 1.95 7.33 7.81 26.23 
3 
1 1.92 7.11 7.79 26.97 
2 1.94 7.21 7.84 26.13 
3 1.91 7.17 7.60 25.03 
4 
1 1.94 7.26 7.72 25.66 
2 1.92 7.16 7.84 25.99 
3 1.91 7.21 7.72 26.04 
5 
1 1.93 7.22 7.87 26.42 
2 1.93 7.19 7.86 26.05 
3 1.91 7.22 7.79 26.17 
6 
1 1.93 7.16 7.71 25.93 
2 1.90 7.16 7.74 25.19 
3 1.91 7.20 7.64 25.39 
7 
1 1.93 7.25 7.91 26.41 
2 1.91 7.20 7.67 25.51 
3 1.93 7.18 7.78 26.03 
8 
1 1.93 7.26 8.04 27.08 
2 1.93 7.22 7.76 25.40 
3 1.94 7.26 7.74 25.58 
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Table 4.3 Analysis of Variance of the % solids in the Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of % solids 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-
samples 48.10514 7 6.872164 1.749574 0.167503 2.657197 
Within sub-samples 62.84652 16 3.927907       
              
Total 110.9517 23         
 
Table 4.4 Analysis of Variance of the mass of solids in the Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of mass of solids 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-samples 287449.4 7 41064.2 0.546279 0.78744 2.657197 
Within sub-samples 1202731 16 75170.69       
              
Total 1490180 23         
 
Table 4.5 Analysis of Variance of the Cu assay in Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of Cu assay 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-samples 0.000535 6 8.92E-05 0.473494 0.816966 2.847726 
Within sub-samples 0.002638 14 0.000188       
              
Total 0.003173 20         
 
Table 4.6 Analysis of Variance of the Fe assay in Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of Fe assay 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-samples 0.02597 7 0.00371 1.857529 0.144396 2.657197 
Within sub-samples 0.031957 16 0.001997       
              
Total 0.057927 23         
 
Table 4.7 Analysis of Variance of the S assay in Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of S assay 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-samples 0.055386 7 0.007912 0.849501 0.564073 2.657197 
Within sub-samples 0.149024 16 0.009314       
              
Total 0.204409 23         
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Table 4.8 Analysis of Variance of the Si assay in Primary rougher concentrate sub-samples 
  ANOVA of Si assay 
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between sub-samples 0.939188 7 0.13417 0.351892 0.916978 2.657197 
Within sub-samples 6.100501 16 0.381281       
              
Total 7.039689 23         
 
Since the sub-samples were proven to be not significantly different for each of the rougher 
concentrate, one sub-sample of each of the rougher concentrate was randomly selected for the ore 
characterisation and comminution tests. Moreover, the head grade of the rougher concentrates 
measured by XRF matched closely to the head grade measured in the pilot run in Canada. 
Comparison of the XRF analysis between the samples received at the JKMRC and the analysis 
conducted in Canada during the pilot plant run is shown in Table 4.9. Note that the XRF analysis of 
the pilot plant run was performed by ALS Kamloops and the analysis of the rougher concentrates 
received at JKMRC was performed by ALS Brisbane.   
Table 4.9 Comparison of XRF analysis performed on the samples received in JKMRC and the samples in the pilot plant run 
 
XRF results 
Cu Fe S 
Lab 
ALS 
Kamloops 
ALS 
Bribane 
ALS 
Kamloops 
ALS 
Brisbane 
ALS 
Kamloops 
ALS 
Brisbane 
Ore 
type             
Primary 2.25 2.10 7.20 7.8 7.21 8.6 
Med S 5.10 5.50 14.00 13.5 14.8 16.8 
High S 4.11 5.20 11.50 12.7 16.3 16.5 
Med As 7.70 7.00 11.00 11.8 15.1 15.4 
High As 11.20 13.60 8.60 10.1 13.9 17 
 
 
For the ore characterisation, the sub-samples were split for MLA and particle size distribution 
analysis. Details of the sample preparations for MLA as well as the particle size distribution 
analysis by sieving are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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4.3. Modal mineralogy of the rougher concentrates 
The mineralogies of each of the Tampakan rougher concentrate as determined by MLA are shown 
in Table 4.10. 
Table 4.10  Modal mineralogy obtained from MLA of the three Tampakan rougher concentrates  
Mineral Primary Medium  Sulphur High Arsenic 
Chalcopyrite 4.9 1.3 1.0 
Bornite 0.7 4.6 5.4 
Chalcocite 0.2 2.6 6.6 
Enargite 0.2 0.8 11.5 
Pyrite 15.7 36.3 25.3 
Quartz 43.1 28.7 34.0 
Clays_micas 32.0 20.0 10.5 
Others 3.1 5.8 5.9 
 
For the primary concentrate, chalcopyrite is the predominant copper-bearing mineral and is present 
at 4.9 %. Bornite is also present but at a very low grade of 0.7%. Pyrite (15.7%), quartz (43%) and 
clays (32.0%) comprise the major gangue components. In the Medium Sulphur concentrate, bornite 
is the main-copper bearing mineral with a grade of 4.6%. Chalcocite comes next with a grade of 
2.6%. Very small amount of chalcopyrite and enargite at 1.3% and 0.8% respectively, are also 
present. Similar to the primary ore, pyrite (36.3%), quartz (29%) and clays (20%) are the main 
gangue constituents. In the case of the High Arsenic concentrate, the major valuable copper-bearing 
minerals are chalcocite (6.6%) and bornite (5.4%). Chalcopyrite is also present but at a very low 
grade of 1%. A copper-arsenic-bearing mineral in the form of enargite is present at a relatively 
significant amount with a grade of 11.5%. As in the first two concentrates mentioned earlier, pyrite 
(25.3%), quartz (34%) and clays (10.5%) are the major gangue minerals. Among the three rougher 
concentrates, Primary has the least pyrite, Medium Sulphur has the least quartz and High Arsenic 
has the least clays.  
4.4. Elemental deportment of copper 
In terms of the copper grade, Primary concentrate has the lowest grade, as shown in Table 4.10. 
This is because, the only copper-bearing mineral that the Primary concentrate contains at a 
relatively significant amount is chalcopyrite which has a copper grade of 34.6%. Both Medium 
Sulphur and High Arsenic have bornite, with a Cu grade of 63.3%, and chalcocite, having a Cu 
grade of 78.1%, as the main copper-bearing minerals. Between Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic 
concentrates, High Arsenic shows the highest Cu grade due to the additional presence of a copper-
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arsenic-bearing mineral in the form of enargite which has a Cu grade of 48.4%. Because of the high 
content of enargite in the High Arsenic concentrate, among the three ores it shows the highest 
arsenic content at 1.85% as shown in Table 4.11 which is above the acceptable As content for a 
smelter Cu concentrate.   
Table 4.11 Copper and Arsenic assay of the three rougher concentrates 
  Elemental assay 
Element Primary Medium  Sulphur 
High 
Arsenic 
Cu (%) 2.1 5.5 13.5 
As (ppm) < 0.01 0.06 1.85 
 
 
Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the elemental deportment of copper across the minerals for the 
three rougher concentrates. It can be seen that majority of copper in the Primary concentrate is in 
chalcopyrite. Since bornite is a high grade coper mineral, the Primary ore shows a relatively 
significant amount of copper deporting to bornite even if the modal mineralogy shows low content 
of bornite. In the Medium Sulphur concentrate majority of the copper is in bornite. In the High 
Arsenic concentrate, most of the copper is deporting to enargite, followed by chalcocite with a 
slightly lower copper content.   
 
Figure 4.1 Elemental deportment of copper across the minerals in each of the three rougher concentrates 
 
4.5. Liberation and locking profile of the rougher concentrates 
Figure 4.2 shows the liberation and locking profile of the important copper-bearing minerals in the 
three rougher concentrates. It can be seen that 50% of the chalcopyrite in the Primary ore is already 
Primary Med S Hi As
Enargite 4.66 6.38 39.62
Chalcocite 6.93 35.31 34.85
Bornite 18.85 50.61 23.17
Chalcopyrite 69.56 7.71 2.36
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liberated. However, a significant amount is still locked in the binary particles of the non-sulphide 
gangues and in the ternary particles. In the Medium Sulphur concentrate, much of the bornite is 
locked in the ternary particles and in the binary particles of the non-sulphide gangue and a small 
amount in the binary particles of pyrite. Only 13.2% of the bornite is liberated. On the other hand, 
the chalcocite shows a relatively high liberation in the Medium Sulphur at 52.7% compared to 
bornite. Most of the unliberated chalcocite are locked within ternaries and in binary particles of 
non-sulphide gangues. For the High Arsenic concentrate, bornite and chalcocite have high liberation 
values. Generally, the two copper-bearing minerals in the High Arsenic are locked in binary 
particles of pyrite and in the ternary particles, while some small amount are locked in binary 
particle of the non-sulphide gangue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Liberation and locking profile of the valuable copper bearing minerals 
 
As an illustration of how a mineral look like in a locked particle, Figure 4.3 shows an MLA image 
of bornite locked in binary particle of pyrite.  
 
 
 
Cpy in Prim Bn in Med S Chalco in Med S Bn in Hi As Chalco in Hi As
Bin - others 3.0 6.8 8.2 4.1 2.3
Ternaries 16.3 48.4 20.6 22.0 13.6
Bin - NSG 23.1 25.5 13.4 7.6 7.8
Bin - Py 7.6 6.1 5.1 18.9 10.4
liberated 50.0 13.2 52.7 47.4 65.9
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Figure 4.3 An MLA image of bornite (a) locked in binary particle of pyrite and (b) locked in ternary particle 
 
 
4.5.1. Mineralogically limited grade-recovery 
To further analyse the relative separability of the minerals in the rougher concentrate, the 
mineralogically limted grade-recovery curve is determined. The grade-recovery curves of the 
valuable mineral in the three rougher concentrates are shown in Figures 4.4-4.6. Referring back to 
Figure 4.2, bornite in Medium Sulphur has the lowest liberation value while chalcocite in High 
Arsenic shows the highest liberation value. The consequence of the degree of liberation can be seen 
by comparing the recovery values of the different minerals required to achieve a particular target 
concentrate grade. Suppose an arbitrary target grade of 60% is set, bornite in Medium Sulphur will 
require a recovery of 47% while chalcocite in high arsenic will have a recovery of as high as 80%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery curve of chalcopyrite in Primary concentrate 
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Figure 4.5 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery curve of (a) bornite and (b) chalcocite in Medium Sulphur concentrate 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery curve of (a) bornite and (b) chalcocite in High Arsenic concentrate 
 
4.6. Mineral association 
Mineral association between a pair of minerals is the measure of the interfacial contact between the 
grains of that pair of minerals. In this work, mineral association of the valuable copper-bearing 
minerals with the gangue are investigated because the association of other minerals present in the 
ore with the copper-bearing mineral may have a significant effect on the flotation behaviour of the 
particles.  
Figure 4.7 presents the association of the copper-bearing minerals in the each of the three rougher 
concentrates. The association of chalcopyrite with the non-sulphide gangue in the Primary ore is 
greater than with pyrite. The associations of bornite with the non-sulphide gangue and pyrite are 
almost similar in the Medium Sulphur concentrate. The degree of association of chalcocite in the 
Medium Sulphur with pyrite is noticeably greater than with the non-sulphide gangue. Bornite in 
High Arsenic has a relatively higher association with pyrite than with non-sulphide gangue while 
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opposite is true with chalcocite where it has relatively greater association with non-sulphide gangue 
than with pyrite. 
Since pyrite floats with the copper-bearing minerals, minerals that are associated with pyrite will be 
recovered in the concentrate. However, minerals that are associated with the non-sulphide gangue 
will have a higher tendency to be lost in the tails. Hence, it is important that minerals that are 
associated with the non-sulphide gangue should be sufficiently liberated so that they can be 
recovered in the concentrate. Sufficient liberation can be achieved by grinding close to the size of 
the mineral of interest. A knowledge the grain size distribution will give indication to the target 
grind size for sufficient liberation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Association of the copper-bearing minerals with the other minerals present in the concentrate 
 
4.7. Grain size distribution 
Comparison of the grain size distributions of the important copper-bearing minerals in the three 
rougher concentrates are shown in Figure 4.8. It can be seen that the bornite in Medium Sulphur has 
the finest grain size distribution with a P80 of 42 µm which is shown in Table 4.12 while 
chalcopyrite in Primary concentrate is relatively the coarsest with a P80 of 75 µm.  
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Chalco in
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As
Free Surface 52.5 44.3 52.1 44.6 61.0
NSG 27.4 20.1 24.2 9.6 14.4
Pyrite 17.9 21.7 7.9 24.0 5.4
Enargite 0.8 5.0 5.9 8.9 8.4
Digenite_Chalcocite 0.1 3.5 0.0 6.7 0.0
Bornite 1.4 0.0 8.3 0.0 9.7
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Figure 4.8 Cumulative grain size distributions of the valuable copper-bearing minerals in the three concentrates 
 
Table 4.12 Comparison of the P80 of the copper-bearing minerals in the three concentrates 
  P80 
Chalcopyrite in Primary  75 
Bornite in Medium Sulphur 42 
Bornite in High Arsenic 61 
 
Figure 4.9 presents the comparison of the grain size distributions of the minerals in the Primary 
rougher concentrate which shows that chalcopyrite is the finest mineral with a P80 of 75 µm.             
Table 4.13 shows the P80 of the minerals in the Primary concentrate and it can be seen that the P80 
value of chalcopyrite is significantly lower than the P80 values of pyrite, quartz and clays. 
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Figure 4.9 Cumulative grain size distributions of the minerals in the Primary rougher concentrate 
 
 
Table 4.13 Comparison of the P80 of the minerals in the Primary rougher concentrates 
Primary P80 
Chalcopyrite 75 
Pyrite 111 
Quartz 127 
Clays 119 
 
 
Comparison of the grain size distributions of the minerals in Medium Sulphur is presented in         
Figure 4.10 which shows that both the valuable minerals and the gangue minerals have similar grain 
size distributions. Table 4.14 shows the P80 values of the minerals and the values are close to each 
other.  
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Figure 4.10 Cumulative grain size distributions of the minerals in the Medium Sulphur rougher concentrate 
 
Table 4.14 Comparison of the P80 of the minerals in the Medium Sulphur rougher concentrates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The grain size distributions of the minerals in High Arsenic show similar distributions, as shown in 
Figure 4.11, except for the quartz which is relatively coarser than the other minerals with a P80 
value of 101 µm which is significantly larger than the P80 values of the other minerals as shown in             
Table 4.15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Medium  Sulphur P80 
Bornite 42 
Chalcocite 48 
Pyrite 59 
Quartz 59 
Clays 50 
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Figure 4.11 Cumulative grain size distributions of the minerals in the High Arsenic rougher concentrate 
 
Table 4.15 Comparison of the P80 of the minerals in the High Arsenic rougher concentrates 
High Arsenic P80 
Bornite 61 
Chalcocite 74 
Pyrite 82 
Quartz 101 
Clays 81 
 
4.8. Summary  
An understanding of the characteristics of the rougher concentrate will provide insight to the way 
the progeny particles that will be subjected to regrinding will behave to comminution and liberation. 
The liberation, locking and association together with the grain size distributions of the minerals in a 
given rougher concentrate are the major characteristics that will help understand the resulting 
properties of the progeny particles in response to regrinding. Moreover, the characterisation of the 
concentrate will provide insight to the accuracy of the breakage simulation using image processing 
in predicting size distribution and liberation.  
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Chapter 5 Evidence of Attrition 
5.1. Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to examine the influence of the grinding time and the ore characteristics 
on the breakage mechanism in stirred mills in terms of the particle size distribution and the shape 
distribution of the progeny particles. In particular, this chapter aims to address the hypotheses that 
attrition is the dominant breakage mechanism in stirred mills and that the shape of the particles is 
preserved after grinding.  
In this study, three type of copper sulphide rougher concentrates from Tampakan ore were used 
whose characteristics are discussed in Chapter 4. A vertical mill, described in Chapter 3, is used in 
this investigation.  
5.2. Indication of breakage mechanism from the particle size distribution 
The production of the rougher concentrates from the pilot run in Canada is discussed in Chapter 3 
Section 3.1. As was shown in Figure 3.1 the particles in the rougher concentrates have undergone 
rod milling prior to their separation in rougher flotation. As discussed in Chapter 2, the breakage 
mechanisms in rod mills are combination of impact and attrition and therefore their discharges will 
have mixture of products produced from impact and attrition which is expected to give a non-
uniform size distribution as opposed to a uniform size distribution for pure impact. Moreover, the 
separation process by rougher flotation can also affect the size distribution of the concentrates. 
Hence, the size distribution profiles of the rougher concentrates are expected to be multimodal and 
the measured size distributions shown in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Size distributions of the 3 Tampakan rougher concentrates 
 
To investigate the breakage mechanism that is taking place within a stirred mill, the particle size 
distribution of the feed to the regrind mill is compared with those of the mill products after 
regrinding for different grinding durations. Figure 5.2 shows the particle size distributions of the 
Primary rougher concentrate and its regrind products. As mentioned earlier, the rougher concentrate 
is multimodal and in particular there are three observable peaks. The first peak appears at the size 
fraction -300+212 µm, followed by the peak at -106+75 µm which is two size fractions finer 
following a √  series, with the last peak found at the finest size fraction, -10-µm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Particle size distribution of the Primary rougher concentrate and its regrind products 
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After grinding for 5 mins, particles at the top size were not completely depleted because the peak 
remained, although with significantly lesser amount of mass. It is further observed that the peak 
remained stationary with a large decrease in magnitude after 5 minutes of grinding and then 
gradually decreased until it disappears after 20 minutes of grinding. The stationary peak indicates 
that during comminution parent particles hardly changes size while a significant mass of much 
smaller particles is generated. This result is consistent with the findings of Andreatidis (1995) for 
the attrition breakage where the progeny particles with sizes close to the original parent size exist. 
This attrition type of breakage is referred to as the birth process by King (2012), because of the 
appearance of significantly smaller particles than the original particle without the corresponding 
death of the parent particle.  
The second peak at -106+75 µm size fraction found in the feed particle size distribution disappeared 
after 5 minutes of grinding leaving the product with two peaks, one at the top size and the other at 
the finest size fraction, -10 µm. Beginning at the 10-minute grind, the peak at the -38+20 µm starts 
to appear and builds up until 30 minutes. A general pattern can be observed here where the peaks at 
the coarser size fractions decrease at the expense of the formation of new peaks and increase of 
existing peaks at the finer size fractions. This behaviour can only be attributed to attrition breakage 
where the parent particles are preserved while significant amount of fine materials that are removed 
from the surface of the particles accumulate.  
The significant reduction of the mass of materials at the peak found in coarsest size fraction is due 
to the high speed grinding within the stirred mill. Although it should also be recognised that the size 
of the media may have an influence on the breakage of particles within the mill however, the scope 
of this study does not cover the investigation of the effect of media size on the depletion of 
materials in particular size fractions. The choice of media was based on Xstrata’s Guide for media 
selection which is shown in Table 3.1 (Xstrata, 2012).  
Grinding for 5 minutes is long enough time to totally deplete the materials at the peak if the 
breakage mechanism is impact. However, the persistence of materials at that peak for 20 minutes of 
grinding while continuously generating fines at size fractions below 30 microns is an indication that 
the particles are being broken by shrinking through attrition. The resulting size distribution is 
therefore consistent with the size distribution produced by attrition breakage as discussed by Kelly 
and Spottiswood (1995) and King (2012). Similar patterns were also observed for the other two 
rougher concentrates as shown in Figures 5.3-5.4.  
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Figure 5.3 Particle size distribution of the Medium Sulphur rougher concentrate and its regrind products 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Particle size distribution of the High Arsenic rougher concentrate and its regrind products 
 
 
5.2.1. Effect of the breakage characteristics of the minerals on the particle breakage 
Although the breakage mechanism in comminution machines is highly determined by the type of 
stresses being applied to the materials inside the mill (Frances et al., 2001), the texture of the ore 
can contribute to a certain degree to the size distribution of the resulting products (Andreatidis, 
1995, Yigit et al., 1967, Roufail, 2011). The minerals that are predominating in the three rougher 
concentrates are pyrite and NSG (non-sulphide gangue) such as quartz and clays as shown in          
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Table 4.10. With pyrite, quartz and clays being present in significant amounts, their breakage 
characteristics are therefore expected to contribute to the breakage mechanism of the particles to a 
considerable extent.  
The breakage characteristics of pyrite, quartz and clays are compared in terms of their 
corresponding Bond Work Index (Sala, 1994) and are given in Table 5.1. Among the three 
minerals, quartz has the greatest value of Work Index followed by pyrite and then clays. The Bond 
Work Index of quartz is much greater than that of both pyrite and clays. Among the three rougher 
concentrates, Primary contains the highest amount of quartz while Medium Sulphur has the least. 
Primary concentrate also has the highest proportion of clays in comparison to the other two 
concentrates. 
Table 5.1 Bond Work Index of the gangue minerals (Sala, 1994) 
Mineral Bond Wi (kWh/tonne) 
Quartz 14.96 
Pyrite  9.84  
Clays 6.93 
 
After the first 5 minutes of grinding, the amount of material at the top size dramatically decreased 
for the three rougher concentrates as shown in Figure 5.5. Because Primary concentrate has the 
greatest amount of quartz relative to the other concentrates, it can be seen from the figure that it has 
relatively the least magnitude of drop after grinding for 5 minutes. This trend indicates that Primary 
ore is relatively the most resistant to breakage among the three concentrates due to its relatively 
high amount of quartz. However, since it has also the highest amount of clay with respect to the 
other two concentrates, its magnitude continued to drop with grinding time.  
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Figure 5.5 Reduction of materials at the top size with respect to time 
 
The effect of the breakage characteristics of a mineral on its response to comminution can be 
determined by observing the trend of the grain size distributions of the minerals as they are ground 
to different grinding time. Figure 5.6 shows the grain size distributions of quartz in the Primary 
concentrate and in the regrind products. As shown in the figure, there is a significant drop in the 
mass of quartz at -300+212 µm and -212+150 µm size fractions after 5 minutes of grinding. A 
gradual increase in the mass was observed in the size fractions starting from -150+106 µm down to 
-53+38 µm and then a sharp increase was detected at -38+20 µm and -20+10 µm. A drop in the 
mass was observed in the -10 µm indicating that the breakage of the coarser size fractions in the 
feed were generating ultrafines around -38+20 µm and -20+10 only and not much is generated 
below 10 µm. This same pattern observed in the 5-minute regrind products was observed in the 10 
and 20-minute regrind products and in the 30-minute regrind products a sharp increase was 
observed at -10 µm size fraction. This indicates that the breakage of the remaining coarser size 
fractions in the 20-minute regrind products generated more particles in the -10 µm size fraction.  
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Figure 5.6 Grain size distribution of quartz in Primary concentrate feed and regrind products 
 
The grain size distributions of pyrite in the Primary concentrate and in the regrind products are 
shown in Figure 5.7 and it can be seen that the trends observed in the grain size distributions of 
quartz for the first 10 minutes are similar to the trends of pyrite grain size distributions for the first 
10 minutes of grinding where the comminution of the relatively coarse size fractions did not 
generate significant amount of -10-µm particles. However, unlike quartz, the trend changed at 20 
minutes grinding where an increase in the mass at -10 µm size fraction was observed and a similar 
pattern persisted until 30 minutes of grinding. The trend observed in the grain size distributions of 
the clays in the Primary concentrate shows a different pattern compared to quartz and pyrite, as 
presented in Figure 5.8. It can be observed that there was a steady increase of -10-µm particles as 
the grinding time increased as opposed to the trends observed in quartz and pyrite where the relative 
amount of -10 µm did not increase until 30 minutes in the case of quartz and 20 minutes in the case 
of pyrite.   
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Figure 5.7 Grain size distribution of pyrite in Primary concentrate feed and regrind products 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Grain size distribution of clays in Primary concentrate feed and regrind products 
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Figure 5.9 further demonstrates that Primary concentrate is relatively the most resistant to breakage 
among the three as it exhibits the coarsest size distribution and Medium Sulphur shows the finest 
size distribution which is an indication that it is the softest since it contains the least amount of 
quartz. Hence, the breakage characteristics of the predominant minerals in the concentrate 
determine to a large extent the response of the concentrate to comminution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Size distribution of the three rougher concentrates in terms of cumulative weight % passing 
 
Although the properties of the minerals can affect to a certain degree the comminution, it does not 
influence significantly the type of breakage mechanism happening in the stirred mill. This finding is 
consistent with the results of comminution using other mills (Rose, 1961, Yigit et al., 1967, 
Forssberg and Zhai, 1985). The degree of breakage varied between the rougher concentrates but the 
type of breakage mechanism remained the same as indicated by the similarities of the size 
distributions across the three types of concentrates (Figures 5.2-5.4).  
 
5.3. Indication of breakage mechanism from the particle shape distribution 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the analysis of the particle shape can supplement the particle size 
distribution in providing insight into the type of breakage mechanism that is taking place within a 
comminution device. The method of shape characterisation adopted in this study is the technique 
developed by Little et al. (2015) which defines shapes according to five classifications based on the 
values of roundness in conjunction with aspect ratio as mentioned in section 2.2.3.1. To ensure the 
applicability of the technique to the Tampakan rougher concentrates, comparison of the appearance 
of the Tampakan Primary rougher concentrates particles to the shape classes of Little et al. (2015) 
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was made and shown in Table 5.2. It can be seen that the Tampkana rougher concentrates particles 
are comparable to the particles used by Little et al. (2015) in classifying the shapes. 
Table 5.2  Shape classes of UG2 Ore (Little et al., 2015) with comparison of Tampakan Primary rougher concentrate 
particles image 
The distributions of particles across the five shape classes (S1 to S5) of the Primary rougher 
concentrates and its regrind products are shown in Figure 5.10. The new particles generated for 
each grind time at a particular size fraction were considered to be the progeny of the preceding size 
fraction from the previous grind time. For example, particles of the 5-min grind time at 150 microns 
were progenies of the 212 fractions from the feed and those at the 106 microns of the 5-min grind 
were progenies of the 150 microns of the feed, and so on. Similarly, with the particles at 106 
microns in the 10-min grind were progenies of the 150 microns in the 5-min grind, while those at 75 
microns in the 10-min grind were progenies of the 106 microns in the 5-min grind, and so on. This 
same pattern was adopted for the 20- and 30-minute grind times.   
It can be seen that from -300+212 µm down to -53+38 µm, the distributions are similar, with 
majority of the particles being elongated and smooth (shape class S4). This same pattern observed 
in the feed is also observed in the grind products after 5, 10 and 20 minutes of grinding. No 
conclusion can be drawn regarding the trend for the products of 30 minutes grinding since the 
coarsest size present is only -53+38 µm.  
From -38+20 µm to -20+10 µm, there is a considerable increase in the particles that are elongated 
and angular (shape class S1) for both feed and the products. Between -20+10 µm and -10 µm, 
although a slight difference in the amount of S1 particles is observed, this difference can be 
considered as insignificant and can be attributed to some measurement artefacts in the MLA as 
many of the particles in the -10 µm may be beyond the measurable resolution of the instrument. The 
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results suggest that most of the particles that are chipped off from the surface of the parent particles 
report to -20+10 µm and -10 µm. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Particle shape distributions of Primary rougher concentrate feed and its regrind products 
This trend observed in the shape distribution of the particles is showing that the particles are 
breaking by shrinking such that their shape is preserved. This type of breakage can be attributed to 
attrition since it is breaking the particles only at the surface. When a particle breaks by attrition, the 
size of the parent particle does not change significantly. It can either remain in its original size 
fraction or go to the size fraction immediately below its original size. So for example, at a fraction 
of a second a -300+212 µm particle will break into -212+150 µm with the shape of the core particle 
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inheriting the original parent particle and the particles that are chipped off report to the size 
fractions below 20 µm. This same mode of breakage also happens to the other size fractions. It is 
important to note that the increase in the amount of the elongated and angular (shape class S1) 
particles from -38+20 µm down to -10 µm does not indicate a change in breakage mechanism but it 
is due to the particles that are chipped off from the coarser size fractions that report to these size 
fractions. 
Similar trends were also observed in Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic concentrates and their 
corresponding products as shown in Figures 5.11-5.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Particle shape distributions of Medium Sulphur rougher concentrate feed and its regrind products 
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Figure 5.12 Particle shape distributions of High Arsenic rougher concentrate feed and its regrind products 
 
The general trend observed in the evolution of shapes of the progeny particles produced by stirred 
milling is an indication that the breakage is dominantly attrition. This breakage is analogous to the 
shrinking of the particles where the parent particles produced two populations – the core particles 
which inherit the shape of the parent particles and either remain in the current size fraction or goes 
to the next smaller size fraction and are mostly found in the size fractions above 20 µm; and the 
attrited particles that are chipped off from the surface of the parent particles and mostly report to the  
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-20+10 µm and -10 µm size fractions. Figure 5.13 shows an illustration of the shrinking of a 
particle through breakage by attrition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Illustration of how a particle shrinks through breakage by attrition 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
The observation of the patterns in the particle size distributions of the products as they are ground 
for increasing times and the investigation of the evolution of shapes of the progeny particles were 
used to understand the breakage mechanism in stirred mills in this research. 
Based on the observations in the trend of the particle size distribution and the evolution of shapes of 
the progeny particles, the hypothesis that the dominant breakage mechanism in stirred mills is 
attrition is supported by this evidence.  
Moreover, the second hypothesis which says that if attrition breakage is the dominant breakage 
mechanism, then the shape of the particles is preserved, has also been supported. The shape 
distributions of the particles of the feed and the products show that the attrition breakage produced 
two populations of particles – the core particles which inherit the shape of the parent particles and 
either remain in the current size fraction or goes to the next smaller size fraction; and the attrited 
particles that are chipped off from the surface of the parent particles and report to the +10 µm and       
-10 µm size fractions. Furthermore, it can also be concluded that while breakage via attrition makes 
the particles smoother, it does not always result in the production of rounder particles.  
Although the differences in the Bond Work Index of the dominant minerals in the rougher 
concentrates and their relative proportion did not affect the type of breakage mechanism since the 
trends in the particle size distribution of the three concentrates are similar, as mentioned earlier, it 
has somehow affected the change in the relative proportion of the core particles and the attrited 
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particles based on the evidence from the change in the mass proportion of the particles falling in the 
shape classes S1 and S4. Softer ores produce a relatively higher degree of attrited particles than 
harder ores based on the trend observed in the Medium Sulphur versus the Primary and High 
Arsenic ores.  
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Chapter 6 The effect of breakage mechanism on the liberation properties of 
rougher concentrates 
 
6.1. Introduction 
The goal of this chapter is to address the hypothesis that the effect of attrition breakage on a size-
by-size liberation properties of minerals conform to the widely observed behaviour that below a 
certain size the liberation at a particular size fraction does not change with the change in particle 
size distribution (Bérubé and Marchand, 1984, Wightman et al., 2008, Weller et al., 1996, Vizcarra 
et al., 2010, Manlapig et al., 1985, Morrell et al., 1993a). These researchers used different 
comminutions machines on different ore types.  
A similar study to this research which exploits the link between the mineralogical characteristics of 
particles and the comminution in stirred mill at the regrind stage was conducted by (Evans et al., 
2011) on Ni-Cu sulphide ore. Findings of her work conformed to the earlier results that the size-by-
size liberation properties of minerals does not change with the degree of breakage applied. In this 
research, the effect of material properties on the liberation behaviour of regrind products will be 
exploited through the use of a copper concentrate from Tampakan ore which has been known to be 
complex. Moreover, it has been identified in Chapter 5 that although the breakage mechanism was 
not affected by the material properties, the degree of production of particles corresponding to a 
particular shape class changed with the degree of comminution applied. This effect of the material 
properties will be exploited in this chapter to determine how it will influence the liberation 
properties of the progeny particles.   
6.2. Results 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the rougher concentrates were subjected to stirred milling using an 
M1.5V Netzsch stirred mill. The grinding times were varied according to 5, 10, 20 and 30 minutes 
to obtain the four different product size distributions which are shown in Figures 6.1-6.3.  
6.2.1. Particle size distributions 
As shown in Figure 6.1, the size distribution of the Primary ore changed significantly after 5 
minutes of grinding. However, there was no significant change between 5 and 10 minutes and then 
the size distribution continued to become finer as grinding progressed to 20 and 30 minutes. In the 
case of the Medium Sulphur, Figure 6.2 shows that the size distributions continue to become finer 
with increasing grind time. For the High Arsenic, it can be seen in Figure 6.3 that there is a 
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significant decrease in the size distribution after the first 5 minutes of grinding and then remain 
almost unchanged after 10 minutes. A slight reduction in the size distribution is observed between 
10 and 20 minutes and then remained constant between 20 and 30 minutes of grinding. Hence, in 
effect, for the Primary ore, there were three size distributions generated as the 5 and 10-minute 
grind are the overlapping and therefore can be considered the same. For the Medium Sulphur, there 
were four size distributions while for the High Arsenic, there are only two distinct size distributions 
as the 5 and 10-minute grind are the same as well as the 20 and 30-minute grind.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Particle size distributions of the feed and regrind products of Primary concentrate  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Particle size distributions of the feed and regrind products of Medium Sulphur concentrate 
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Figure 6.3 Particle size distributions of the feed and regrind products of High Arsenic concentrate 
 
The influence of the degree of comminution to the liberation properties of the progeny particles is 
discussed in the next section by linking the particle composition distributions corresponding to the 
size distributions generated by stirred milling of the rougher concentrates at different times.  
6.2.2. Mineral liberation distributions 
The size-by-size liberation properties of the different products were analysed using MLA. The 
MLA offers two options of liberation data, namely, liberation by particle composition and liberation 
by surface area. In this study, liberation by surface area was used since the effect of attrition 
breakage on the liberation properties is being exploited. Liberation by surface area vs. size plots of 
the mineral phases in the three ores are shown in the following figures below. A 95% confidence 
interval were applied on the distributions using the model proposed by Leigh et al. (1993) which is 
shown in Equation 6.1. 
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Equation 6.1 
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where   = cumulative liberation expressed as fraction (0 ≤ y ≤ 1) at composition C 
    = Total number of locked particles with composition less than C 
    = Total number of particles with composition more than C 
 
The liberation vs. size plot for the chalcopyrite in the Primary ore is shown in Figure 6.4. The plot 
shows the values of the feed alongside with the datasets of the regrind products. It can be observed 
that the liberation in a given size class from -212+150 µm down to -38+20 µm is invariant of the 
particle size distribution, which conforms to the previous results of Vizcarra et al. (2010), 
Wightman et al. (2008), Weller et al. (1996), Manlapig et al. (1985), and Bérubé and Marchand 
(1984). An unusual behaviour in the liberation of chalcopyrite can be observed at the -20+10 µm for 
the feed and the 5-minute product where the liberation decreased with size. It also appears that there 
is an increase in the liberation with grind time at the -20+10 µm from the feed to the 10-minute 
product and the liberation remained constant with further increase in grind time from 10 minutes. 
Moreover, a high degree of scatter is also observed at a relatively coarser size fractions, that is, 
above 53 µm. This can be due to a small number of particles containing chalcopyrite reporting to 
those size fractions.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Liberation vs. size plot of chalcopyrite in Primary ore 
 
However, this unusual observation in the liberation is an outlier and can be considered as an error as 
no pattern can be observed. It was only detected at the feed and the 5-minute ground products. The 
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error can be attributed to the measurement errors in the MLA during sample preparation. The 
sampling error is likely due to errors in splitting procedures used to obtain small amounts of 
representative material for each size fraction for mineralogical analysis. This can be demonstrated 
by plotting the MLA assay vs. XRF assay reconciliation graph for the Primary ore, which is shown 
in Figure 6.5. The graph shows an unsatisfactory reconciliation between the chemical assay from 
XRF and the calculations of the elemental assay of the MLA. The average relative error with 
respect to the XRF measurement between the two datasets was 20.9%. Therefore, a general 
conclusion can still be drawn based on the trend observed in the other size fractions that the size by 
size liberation of chalcopyrite does not change with the degree of comminution which is in 
conformance with the earlier studies on the liberation characteristics of some ores comminuted in 
different machines.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 MLA calculated assay vs. XRF assay reconciliation graph for Primary ore 
 
The liberation profile of pyrite in the Primary ore, as presented in Figure 6.6, shows a similar 
behaviour to that of chalcopyrite in which the size-by-size liberation is independent of the size 
distribution.  
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Figure 6.6 Liberation vs. size plot of pyrite in Primary ore 
 
The liberation properties of quartz and clays in the Primary ore are shown in Figure 6.7 and            
Figure 6.8 respectively. It can be noticed that the liberation of both minerals increased after 
grinding for the first 5 minutes at relatively coarser size fractions: -212+150 µm, -150+106 µm and                           
-106+75 µm. Further grinding did not cause a significant improvement in the liberation in all size 
fractions considered in the investigation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Liberation vs. size plot of quartz in Primary ore 
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Figure 6.8 Liberation vs. size plot of clays in Primary ore 
 
The liberation vs. size plots of bornite and chalcocite in the Medium Sulphur are presented in          
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 respectively. The plots show similar behaviours as in the chalcopyrite in 
the Primary ore where the size-by-size liberation properties remain constant with the change in 
particle size distribution. Both plots show a high degree of scatter especially at the relatively coarser 
size fractions, that is, above 53 µm. This high degree of scatter can be due to a small number of 
particles containing the minerals bornite and chalcocite reporting to those size fractions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Liberation vs. size plot of bornite in Medium Sulphur ore 
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Moreover, an unusual behaviour of the liberation of chalcocite can be observed in the -38+20 µm 
and -10 µm size fractions where the liberation of chalcocite decreased with size. There is no strong 
pattern evident in the data and therefore this observation can be considered as outliers and can be 
attributed to sampling error during the MLA sample preparation, as discussed earlier about the 
chalcopyrite liberation properties. To prove this point, the MLA assay vs. XRF assay reconciliation 
graph is plotted as shown in Figure 6.11. The plot shows an unsatisfactory reconciliation between 
XRF assay and MLA calculated assay with an average relative error with respect to XRF assay of 
30.5%. This discrepancy between the XRF assays and the MLA calculated assays can be the 
possible source of the error in liberation measurements.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.10 Liberation vs. size plot of chalcocite in Medium Sulphur ore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11 MLA calculated assay vs. XRF assay reconciliation graph for Medium Sulphur ore 
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The liberation properties of pyrite, quartz and clays in the Medium Sulphur show similar behaviours 
as the bornite and chalcocite in the ore as shown in Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 
respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Liberation vs. size plot of pyrite in Medium Sulphur ore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13 Liberation vs. size plot of quartz in Medium Sulphur ore 
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Figure 6.14 Liberation vs. size plot of clays in Medium Sulphur ore 
 
An interesting feature of the clays distribution in Medium Sulphur is observed, as shown in            
Figure 6.14 where there is a decrease in the amount of liberated clays from -212+150 µm with 
decreasing particle size, reaching a minimum at -106+75 µm. This same phenomena was observed 
in the iron oxide (Fandrich, 1998), chromite, pyrite, quartzite and serpentine (King, 1992). It was 
found that the degree of interlocking of these minerals increased with a corresponding decrease in 
particle size and this was due to the progeny particles that originate from the region close to the 
mineral grain boundaries causing the production of composite progeny particles upon fracture. 
The liberation vs. size plots of bornite and chalcocite in the High Arsenic ore are presented in           
Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 respectively. The liberation properties of both copper-bearing minerals 
conform to the liberation properties of chalcopyrite in Primary, and bornite and chalcocite in 
Medium Sulphur where the size-by-size liberation characteristics are invariant of the degree of 
comminution. A high degree of scatter was observed in the liberation measurements of bornite 
particularly at relatively coarser size fractions. This was due to the small amount of particles 
available for measurement that contain bornite. The error cannot be attributed to sampling error as 
in the case of chalcopyrite in Primary and bornite and chalcocite in Medium Sulphur as there is a 
good reconciliation between XRF assay and MLA calculated assay, as shown in Figure 6.17, with a 
relative error with respect to XRF assay of 8.20%. 
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Figure 6.15 Liberation vs. size plot of bornite in High Arsenic ore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Liberation vs. size plot of chalcocite in High Arsenic ore 
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Figure 6.17 MLA calculated assay vs. XRF assay reconciliation graph for High Arsenic ore 
 
The liberation vs. size plots of pyrite, quartz and clays in the High Arsenic ore are shown in             
Figure 6.18, Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 respectively. It can be noticed that the liberation of pyrite 
and quartz increased after grinding for the first 5 minutes at relatively coarser size fractions:                      
-212+150 µm, -150+106 µm and -106+75 µm. Further regrinding did not cause a significant 
enhancement in the liberation in all size fractions considered in the investigation.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.18 Liberation vs. size plot of pyrite in High Arsenic ore 
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Figure 6.19 Liberation vs. size plot of quartz in High Arsenic ore 
 
 
A phenomenon similar to the liberation of clays in Medium Sulphur is observed in clays in High 
Arsenic ore where a decrease in the proportion of liberated clays with decreasing particle size, 
reaching a minimum at -106+75 µm, is detected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.20 Liberation vs. size plot of clays in High Arsenic ore 
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It should be noted that after 5 minutes of grinding, most of the materials at -300+212 µm are almost 
gone such that there is not enough particles generated to be analysed for MLA and thus there is no 
liberation data presented at that size fraction. Similarly, some points are missing at -212+150 µm,        
-150+106 µm and -106+75 µm for longer grinding times due to insufficient amount of materials 
that can be analysed in MLA as those size fractions vanish as grinding progressed.  
6.2.3. Mineralogically limited grade-recovery 
Although the size-by-size liberation of the valuable Cu-bearing minerals in the three rougher 
concentrates remain constant with the size distribution, the mass of the materials within the size 
fractions change with grinding time. This re-distribution of material mass between size fractions 
with increasing degree of size reduction affects the overall liberation value of the sample at a given 
product size. 
The total liberation of the chalcopyrite in Primary concentrate is presented in Figure 6.21. It can be 
observed that there is an increasing trend in the total liberation with increasing degree of 
comminution. The consequence of this increase in overall liberation with increasing degree of 
comminution on the mineralogically limited grade – recovery is shown in Figure 6.22. It shows that 
an increase in the total liberation results in the enhancement of the chalcopyrite grade in the 
concentrate at the same recovery.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.21 Overall liberation of chalcopyrite in Primary ore feed and products 
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Figure 6.22 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery for chalcopyrite in Primary ore regrind feed and products 
 
The overall liberation of bornite in Medium Sulphur and in High Arsenic are shown in Figure 6.23 
and Figure 6.25 respectively. In general, the maximum total liberation of the bornite attained after 
30 minutes grinding in these two concentrates are relatively lower than the chalcopyrite in the 
Primary concentrate. Consequently, the maximum grade attained at a given recovery value for both 
Medium Sulphur (refer to Figure 6.24) and High Arsenic (refer to Figure 6.26) are lower than the 
Primary concentrate grade (refer to Figure 6.21).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.23 Overall liberation of bornite in Medium Sulphur feed and products 
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Figure 6.24 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery for bornite in Medium Sulphur ore regrind feed and products 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.25 Overall liberation of bornite in High Arsenic feed and products 
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Figure 6.26 Mineralogically limited grade-recovery for bornite in High Arsenic ore regrind feed and products 
 
The relatively lower total liberation of bornite in both Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic as 
compared to the chalcopyrite in Primary ore can be attributed to the relatively finer grain size of 
bornite in both concentrates than chalcopyrite in Primary as shown in the P80 values of chalcopyrite 
in Primary ore, bornite in Medium Sulphur and bornite in High Arsenic (refer to Table 4.12).  
 
6.2.4. Mineral Association 
Information about the association of the target mineral with other minerals present in the ore is as 
important as knowing the liberation because the presence of other floating minerals, such as pyrite 
in the case of the ores being studied in this research, can affect the flotation behaviour of the 
particles. Figure 6.27 shows the association of chalcopyrite in Primary ore with other minerals 
present. The chart shows that initially, chalcopyrite has higher degree association with non-sulphide 
gangue than pyrite. As grinding progressed the association of chalcopyrite with NSG has 
significantly reduced while its association with pyrite has not changed much except when the 
grinding was done for 30 minutes where the association of chalcopyrite has reduced to 11% from 
17.6% in the 20-minute grind. There is an indication of a preferential breakage of the NSG over 
pyrite in this case.   
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Figure 6.27 Mineral association of chalcopyrite with other minerals in Primary concentrate 
 
In the association of bornite with pyrite and NSG in the Medium Sulphur, the first 10 minutes of 
grinding showed a relatively faster reduction in the association with NSG than with pyrite. 
However, this trend cannot be observed in the bornite association with pyrite and NSG in the High 
Arsenic ore since the degree of association of bornite with NSG is relatively low.  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.28 Mineral association of bornite with other minerals in Medium Sulphur concentrate 
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Figure 6.29 Mineral association of bornite with other minerals in High Arsenic concentrate 
 
In general, the degree of chalcopyrite association with pyrite and NSG became almost similar as 
result of the regrinding. On the other hand, the degree of association of bornite with pyrite is greater 
than with NSG in both Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic.   
 
6.3. Conclusions 
The size-by-size liberation properties of three rougher concentrates - Primary, Medium Sulphur and 
High Arsenic - were analysed following regrinding at different duration to produce different particle 
size distributions. It was observed in general that the size-by-size liberation of the valuable minerals 
in the rougher concentrate resulting from attrition breakage does not change with the degree of 
comminution. However, the degree of comminution was shown to have an effect on the size-by-size 
liberation of the gangue minerals where the amount of liberated gangue minerals at relatively 
coarser size fractions shows an increase during the first 5 minutes of grinding. However, further 
regrinding did not cause a significant improvement on the size-by-size liberation properties of the 
minerals since there was no observed difference in the size-by-size liberation properties between the 
regrind products produced at different grinding durations. The reason for the improvement in the 
size-by-size liberation of the gangue minerals particularly at the coarser size fractions during the 
initial grinding for 5 minutes can be due to the fact that the gangue minerals generally form the 
matrix of the particles and due to attrition, these minerals were preferentially broken over the 
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disseminated valuable minerals. Hence, the original hypothesis of this chapter was proven to be 
generally true. In addition, the effect of attrition on the liberation properties of the minerals is 
influenced by the mineralogy and texture of the ore. 
The overall liberation of the valuable copper-bearing minerals have shown an improvement with 
respect to the degree of comminution. This is due to the increase in the amount of fine particles as a 
result of increasing the degree of comminution. As a consequence, the grade of the copper mineral 
in the concentrates at a given recovery generally increase with increasing degree of comminution. 
In addition, the grain size of the minerals shows to have an effect on the total liberation. A relatively 
lower total liberation is obtained when the grain size is fine as shown by the relatively lower overall 
liberation of bornite in both Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic concentrates as compared to the 
total liberation of chalcopyrite in the Primary ore. This conforms to the general knowledge that at a 
given size distribution, coarser-grained minerals are better liberated than fine-grained minerals.   
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Chapter 7 Breakage Simulation 
7.1. Introduction 
The idea of modelling liberation resulting from comminution by virtually breaking particles through 
masking was pioneered by Gaudin and several other researchers have followed this approach as 
discussed in section 2.3.2. In this chapter, this approach of generating progeny particles by virtual 
breakage using image processing was applied to develop a novel method of simulating breakage of 
particles by pure attrition. The liberation characteristics of the simulated particles are compared to 
the actual particles generated by grinding using stirred mills.  
The aim of this work is to support the findings in chapter 5 that attrition is the dominant breakage 
mechanism in stirred mill and determine the usefulness of this masking method for predicting 
liberation of particles that were generated by the attrition breakage mechanism. This technique may 
provide useful information for modelling liberation in comminution where breakage mechanism is 
dominantly attrition as in the case of stirred milling.  
7.2. Breakage simulation 
The breakage of the particles by attrition is simulated using object-based image analysis software 
called Trimble eCognition (http://www.ecognition.com/essentials, 2015). This software has a built-
in set of algorithms that can be used to build a rule set which will command the software to execute 
the sequence of user-defined steps. The basic functions of the algorithms that were used in writing 
the ruleset for the breakage simulation are discussed in detail in section 3.5. The re-creation of 
particles based on the classified MLA images are also discussed in the same section and results of 
the verification of the accuracy of the re-creation are presented in this chapter.  
Particle size distributions and liberation distributions are part of the image analysis process in 
eCognition. Before performing breakage simulation, it is necessary to verify that the measurements 
in eCognition are comparable to those in MLA. This verification step involves comparing the 
measurements of particle size distributions and liberation distributions obtained from MLA and 
from eCognition.  
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7.2.1. Comparison between MLA and eCognition measurements 
Figure 7.1 shows the comparison of the measurements of the particle size distributions from the 
MLA and eCognition on the Primary ore regrind feed at each size fraction. It is obvious from the 
figure that there is no significant difference between the MLA and eCognition measurements.   
Comparison between the measurements of the liberation distributions obtained from MLA and 
eCognition on chalcopyrite, pyrite, quartz and clays in the Primary ore regrind feed at different size 
fractions were conducted and presented in Figure 7.2 (a) to (f). The figure shows that the 
cumulative mineral liberation distributions obtained from eCognition fall within the error bars of 
the MLA data, indicating that the two data sets coincide.  
Hence, it is established that measurements from eCognition coincide with the measurements from 
MLA. Measurement comparisons were also done on Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic and the 
results are shown in Appendix 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1  Comparison of the particle size distributions obtained from MLA and from eCognition on the Primary ore 
regrind feed 
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(a) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +212 µm 
(b) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +150 µm 
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(c) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +106 µm 
(d) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +75 µm 
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Figure 7.2  Comparison of the liberation distributions obtained from MLA and from eCognition on the Primary ore regrind 
feed 
 
(e) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +53 µm 
(f) Cumulative mineral liberation distributions of chalcopyrite, pyrite, clays and quartz at +38 µm 
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7.2.2. Attrition breakage simulation procedure 
The simulation approach uses a shrinking algorithm within the software and this allows simulation 
of the removal of a layer from the particle surfaces. Figure 7.3 (a) shows a sample of particles 
before the application of shrinking algorithm and Figure 7.3 (b) shows the particles after the 
application of the shrinking algorithm. A square grid with a size equal to the thickness of the 
removed layer is then applied to the removed layers to simulate further breaking of those layers into 
smaller particles. Figure 7.3 (c) shows the particles after the application of the square grid on the 
removed layers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 (a) Images of particles before breakage simulation; (b) Image of particles after applying shrinking algorithm; (c) 
image of particles after applying square grid mask  
a b
b 
c 
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The simulation of the removal of a layer from the surface of a particle is illustrated in Figure 7.4 
where a 212-µm particle with a circular shape is reduced into a 150-µm particle. The thickness of 
the removed layer is determined by the initial size of the particle and the target size to which the 
particle is to be reduced. For example, in the reduction of the 212-µm particle to 150-µm particle, 
the thickness of the removed layer will therefore be 31 µm. If the thickness of the removed layer 
exceeds 38 µm, the layer is further divided into shells such that the maximum thickness is 38 µm, 
such as in the case of shrinking 212 µm to 106 µm, as shown in Figure 7.5. The thickness of the 
removed layer in reducing 212 µm to 106 µm is 53 µm and thus, 53 µm is further divided into 38 
µm and 15 µm. The reason why the thickness of the removed layer is limited to a maximum of 38 
µm is explained in the following paragraph. For the simplicity of the illustration, circular particles 
were used. The actual particle with multiple shells would look like the one in Figure 7.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4  Simulation of the reduction of a 212 - µm particle into 150 µm by the removal of a layer from the surface of the 
particle 
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Figure 7.5 Simulation of the reduction of a 212 - µm particle into 106 µm by the removal of a layer from the surface of the 
particle 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Simulation of breakage of a particle containing quartz (yellow) and clays (blue) 
 
As in any comminution modelling and simulation, a breakage function is necessary in order to 
determine how much of the particle at a given size fraction in the feed report into the different finer 
size fractions after breakage. In this simulation, the breakage function used for the virtual breakage 
of the particle images of the Primary ore is shown in Table 7.1. This breakage function was 
generated from Hasan’s (2015) process model which uses a time-based population balance 
technique. The model is an integration of the individual sub-processes such as the breakage, 
selection and classification functions. To simulate the breakage function, it uses the feed and 
product size distributions as input. The table shows the distribution of particles into different size 
fractions after breakage. For example, column 2 represents the distribution of the parent particle in 
the -300+212 µm size fraction into different size fractions after breakage such that, 14% of the 
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particles remain in the -300+212 µm size fraction, 12% are broken into -212+150 µm, 10% reported 
to -150+106 µm and so on. The rest of the columns represent the distribution of parent particles 
corresponding to a particle size fraction into different size fractions after breakage.  
Table 7.1 Simulated breakage function for Primary rougher concentrate 
Size  212  150  106  75  53  38  20  10  -10 
300 0.00                 
212 0.14 0.00               
150 0.12 0.14 0.00             
106 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.00           
75 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.00         
53 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.00       
38 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.00     
20 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.25 0.00   
10 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.00 
-10 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.37 0.42 0.56 0.75 1.00 
 
The values in Table 7.1 were used in the shrinking algorithm to divide the population of particles in 
a given size fraction that will break into the different size fractions. For instance, consider the 
particles in the -300+212 µm size fraction as shown in Figure 7.7. The area of each particle is part 
of the image analysis process in eCognition and thus the relative amount of the particles can be 
obtained. By using the values in Table 7.1, the shrinking algorithm will leave 14% of the particles 
unbroken, break 12% of the particles into 150 µm, 10% into 106 µm, and so on. The same 
procedure was applied on the other size fractions down to -53+38 µm. Although the breakage 
function shown in Table 7.1 shows that the size fractions -38+20 µm and -20+10 µm are breaking 
into finer sizes (refer to columns 8 and 9 of the Table 7.1), the simulation did not include the 
breakage of these size fractions in order to save computing time. Hence, it is necessary to 
compensate for the amount of materials that reported to the size fractions below 38 µm as a result of 
the breakage of -38+20 µm and -20+10 µm particles. The compensation is taken from the breakage 
of the coarser size fractions and therefore, this is the reason why the thickness of the removed layer 
was limited to a maximum of 38 µm as stated earlier in this section. Moreover, to avoid the 
complexity of the simulation, it was assumed that the minerals have equal breakage rates.  
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Figure 7.7 Particles images in the -300+212 µm size fraction 
 
7.2.2.1. Particle size distribution simulations 
Due to the limited availability of computing time and data processing, only the particle size 
distributions produced by 5 and 20 minutes grinding were simulated for the three rougher 
concentrates. Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 show the comparison of the actual vs. the simulated size 
distributions resulting from 5-minute and 20-minute grinding of the Primary ore, respectively. The 
simulation of the size distribution produced by the 20-minute grinding shows a good fitting to the 
actual, while the simulation of the 5-minute grinding showed an approximately 2% underestimation 
of the amount at -300+212 µm. Comparison of the actual and simulated size distributions for the 
Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic ores are shown in Figures 7.10-7.13.  
It can be seen that there is a slight deviation of the simulated size distributions from the actual size 
distributions for the three ores. This slight deviation observed can be attributed to two possible 
causes: one is from the overestimation and underestimation of the particle size by the image 
processing since the image processing measures the size based on the area, and; another is due to 
the breakage pattern imposed on the images which did not consider the differences in the breakage 
characteristics of the different minerals in the particle. The breakage patterns were created with the 
assumption that the breakage characteristics of the minerals are the same and thus their breakage 
rates are equal.      
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of the actual size distribution produced by grinding of the Primary rougher concentrate for 5 minutes 
and the simulated size distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9   Comparison of the actual size distributions produced by grinding of the Primary rougher concentrate for 20 
minutes and the simulated size distribution 
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Figure 7.10  Comparison of the actual size distributions produced by grinding of the Medium Sulphur rougher concentrate 
for 5 minutes and the simulated size distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.11     Comparison of the actual size distributions produced by grinding of the Medium Sulphur rougher concentrate 
for 20 minutes and the simulated size distribution 
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Figure 7.12   Comparison of the actual size distributions produced by grinding of the High Arsenic rougher concentrate for 5 
minutes and the simulated size distribution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.13   Comparison of the actual size distributions produced by grinding of the High Arsenic rougher concentrate for 
20 minutes and the simulated size distribution 
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7.2.2.2. Particle composition distribution simulations 
The size-by-size particle composition distributions of the simulated progenies corresponding to a 
20-minute grind are shown in Figure 7.14. It can be seen that the simulated particle composition 
distributions of chalcopyrite consistently underestimated the actual from -106+75 µm down to                
-20+10 µm. This underestimation could be due to the differential breakage rates of the gangue 
minerals which is not taken into account in the simulation because all the minerals were assumed to 
break at equal rates. Moreover, the deviation of the simulated size distribution from the actual size 
distribution can be another contributing factor to this discrepancy between the MLA and eCognition 
results. A good prediction was however obtained at -10 µm, as shown in the figure. It should be 
noted that there were no comparisons made for the size fractions -300+212 µm, - 212+150 µm and -
150+106 µm as there were not enough materials at those size fractions for MLA analysis after 20 
minutes of grinding. 
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Figure 7.14  Comparison of the simulated (eCog) and actual (MLA) size-by-size liberation of chalcopyrite in Primary rougher 
concentrate 
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The major copper-bearing mineral in the Medium Sulphur is bornite as indicated in chapter 4 and 
therefore, the simulated liberation profile of bornite is being explored here. Figure 7.15 shows the 
comparison of the simulated size-by-size liberation distribution of bornite in Medium Sulphur with 
the actual obtained from MLA. It can be seen that the accuracy of prediction is good in all size 
fractions examined, except for the +38 and -10 microns. This discrepancy can be attributed to the 
deviation of the simulated size distribution from the actual size distribution as discussed in section 
7.2.2.1. It is important to note that the maximum size fraction investigated for Medium Sulphur is    
-75+53 µm as there are not enough materials left for MLA analysis in the coarser size fractions after 
20 minutes of grinding.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.15   Comparison of the simulated (eCog) and actual (MLA) size-by-size liberation of bornite in Medium Sulphur 
rougher concentrate 
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Similar to Medium Sulphur, bornite is also one of the copper-bearing minerals in the High Arsenic 
ore and thus its liberation profile is being investigated here. As can be seen in Figure 7.16, the 
simulated size-by-size liberation of bornite made a good prediction for the -38+20 µm and                         
-20+10 µm size fractions but not in the -53+38 µm and -10 µm size fractions. This discrepancy 
between the MLA and eCognition measurements for the size fractions -53+38 µm and -10 µm can 
be attributed to the deviation of the simulated size distribution from the actual size distribution as 
was presented in section 7.2.2.1. The deviation of the simulated size distribution from the actual 
size distribution can possibly contribute to the discrepancy between the simulated liberation 
distribution and the actual liberation distribution obtained from MLA at some size fractions.  
The maximum size fraction that is presented for the liberation distribution of bornite in High 
Arsenic is -53+38 µm because there were not enough materials for MLA analysis for the size 
fractions above -53+38 µm. 
 
Figure 7.16   Comparison of the simulated (eCog) and actual (MLA) size-by-size liberation of bornite in High Arsenic 
rougher concentrate 
 
Among the three ores, the best prediction made was for the bornite in Medium Sulphur followed by 
the bornite in High Arsenic, and the least accurate prediction was on the chalcopyrite in Primary 
ore. The modal mineralogy of the three ores showed similar relative abundance of the chalcopyrite 
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in Primary, bornite in Medium Sulphur and bornite in High Arsenic. In the attrition grinding, the 
surface of the particle is preferentially broken and the distribution of the target minerals on the 
surface of the particles can therefore be a factor in the accuracy of the breakage simulation to 
predict the size-by-size liberation of the minerals.  
Aside from the surface distribution the grain size of the target minerals can play a role on the 
accuracy of the breakage simulation. In section 4.7, it was shown that chalcopyrite is relatively 
coarser than bornite in Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic. Although, the influence of the grain size 
distribution on the accuracy of the breakage simulation in predicting size-by-size liberation is not 
clearly understood at this stage but a potential area for future studies can be explored in line with 
this.  
7.3. Conclusions 
Results of the simulation show that the simulated particle size distribution deviated from the actual 
particle size distribution for the three rougher concentrates. There were two possible causes 
identified: First is the overestimation and underestimation of the measurements made in the MLA 
since informations were based on areal measurements. Another is the assumption of uniform 
breakage characteristics of the different minerals within the particles such that the breakage patterns 
created for the simulation were based on equal breakage rates among the minerals.  
The effect of the following factors on the accuracy of the prediction can be explored in future 
studies: the interaction between the relative abundance of the target mineral on the surface of the 
particles and its grain size, and the differential breakage rates of the gangue minerals. 
This study can provide a jumpstart for future studies and further tests on the applicability of this 
methodology to other ore types with different mineralogical and textural characteristics is needed. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The research described in this thesis aims to address the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1: That attrition is the dominant breakage mechanism in fine grinding using stirred 
mills which results in the preservation of the shape of the parent particles as 
grinding progressed. 
Hypothesis 2: That attrition breakage can be simulated using image processing by applying 
shrinking model to measured images of particles since the nature of breakage by 
attrition is analogous to shrinking as evident by the preservation of the shape of 
the parent particles as grinding progressed. 
Hypothesis 3: That the size-by-size liberation properties of the mineral phases resulting from 
attrition breakage do not change with particle size distributions since the 
liberation of a mineral in a particular size fraction remains constant. 
 
In the context of these hypotheses, the following conclusions that were drawn from the results 
obtained in this research are presented in the following sections along with recommendations for 
future work.  
8.1. Evaluating the dominant breakage mechanism in stirred mills 
The mode of breakage in stirred mill was assessed based on the observations of the patterns in the 
particle size distributions and the evolution of the particle shape in the products ground for different 
durations.  
A common trend in the size distributions between the feed and the product was observed in the 
three ores. Although the relative amounts of the peaks observed in the feed changed with increasing 
grinding time, in general, there was no observable shifting of the peaks towards finer size fractions. 
For example, the peak found near the top size of the feed of the Primary ore persisted after 10 
minutes of grinding with a significant reduction in the relative amount as the grinding time 
increased. If the dominant breakage mechanism was impact, the peak would be expected to be 
totally gone and shift to finer size fractions after 5 minutes considering the high energy intensity 
imparted to the particles within the mill. In general, the relative size of the peaks initially found in 
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the feed reduced as grinding time increased with the relative size of the peaks found at the relatively 
finer size fractions increasing. With only the relative sizes changing without the shifting of the 
peaks, it can therefore be concluded that attrition is the main mode of breakage in the stirred mill 
supporting hypothesis 1.   
8.2. Assessing the effect of attrition on the shape of the particles 
From the observations on the evolution of the shape during the course of grinding, hypothesis 1 was 
shown to be supported that if attrition breakage is the dominant mechanism then the shape of the 
particles is preserved. The shape distributions of the particles of the feed and the products show that 
the attrition breakage produced two populations of particles – the core particles which generally 
inherit the shape of the parent particles which is elongated and smooth and either remain in the 
current size fraction or goes to the next smaller size fraction; and the attrited particles that are 
chipped off from the surface of the parent particles which generally elongated and angular and 
report to the +10 µm and -10 µm size fractions. Furthermore, it was also observed that while 
breakage via attrition makes the particles smoother, it does not always result in the production of 
rounder particles. 
8.3. Simulation of attrition breakage 
The deviation of simulated size distributions from the actual can be attributed to the following 
causes: the possible overestimation and underestimation of the MLA data since informations were 
based on areal measurements of the particles and the differences in the breakage characteristics of 
the minerals within the particles which could result to the difference in the breakage rates.  
The difference in the breakage rates among the minerals can be a contributing factor to the accuracy 
of the prediction. The interaction between the relative abundance of the target mineral in the surface 
of the particles and its grain size and the difference in the breakage rates of the gangue minerals on 
their effect on the accuracy of the prediction can be explored in future studies. 
These preliminary results of the simulation provide a jumpstart for future studies in this area and 
thus hypothesis 2 is proven to be true that it is possible to simulate the attrition breakage using 
shrinking model in eCognition. 
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8.4. Influence of the attrition breakage on the liberation 
The size-by-size liberation properties of three rougher concentrates were evaluated to determine the 
influence of attrition breakage on the liberation of minerals. Results shown in chapter 6 supported 
hypothesis 3 that the size-by-size liberation characteristics of the minerals is not influenced by the 
degree of attrition which means that increasing the degree of comminution by attrition will not 
enhance the size-by-size liberation of the minerals. This result conforms with the earlier studies that 
showed that the type of comminution machine and the degree of comminution do not affect the 
size-by-liberation of the minerals.  
However, the overall liberation of the valuable copper-bearing minerals have shown an 
improvement with respect to an increase in the degree of comminution. This is due to the increase 
in the amount of fine particles as a result of increasing the degree of comminution. As a 
consequence, the grade of the copper mineral in the concentrates at a given recovery generally 
increase with increasing degree of comminution. In addition, the grain size of the minerals was 
shown to have an effect on the total liberation. A relatively lower total liberation is obtained when 
the grain size is fine as demonstrated by the relatively lower overall liberation of bornite in both 
Medium Sulphur and High Arsenic concentrates as compared to the total liberation of chalcopyrite 
in the Primary ore. This aligns with the general knowledge that at a given size distribution, coarser 
minerals are better liberated than fine-grained minerals. 
 
 
8.5. Recommendations for future work 
This work investigated the effect of attrition breakage on the liberation properties of the minerals in 
copper concentrates from Tampakan and involved attrition breakage simulation by image 
processing. To better understand the influence of attrition breakage on the liberation in the context 
of how it will be modelled and simulated by image processing, it is recommended to develop the 
simulation methods further to address the deficiencies noted in this work by undertaking the 
following: 
 Investigate the presence of preferential breakage of the different minerals from the perspective 
of the breakage characteristics that leads to the differential rate of breakage.  
 
 Consider the differential rate of breakage in the simulation to determine if this can improve the 
accuracy of the prediction of the liberation.  
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 Determine the dissemination of the valuable on the surface of the particles to understand 
whether this will influence the accuracy of the prediction of the liberation of the valuable 
minerals.    
 
 Further assess the effect of the grain size of the target mineral on the accuracy of the 
simulation’s prediction of the mineral liberation.  
 
 Validate the simulation methodology using other ores with different characteristics.  
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